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SYMBOLS 
A a coefficient 
Hq , aj, curve-fit parameters (see Equation 59a) 
B a coefficient 
bg, bj, bg curve-fit parameters (see Equation 59b) 
C a coefficient 
Ci, . . ., Cg curve-fit parameters (see Equations 48c, 50c) 
c blade chord, L; a constant 
E shift operator (see Equation 35a) 
f a function 
g acceleration of gravity, LT~^  
H total head, L 
H' relative total head (see Equation 6) 
h piezometric head, L 
i a positive integer; inlet station; incidence angle, 
angle between inlet flow velocity and tangent to 
blade mean camber line at leading edge 
j a positive integer 
Kj, , . ,, Kg curve-fit parameters (see Equations 39, 41) 
kg, kg scale factors (see Equations 26) 
1 Lagrange coefficient 
M blade mean camber line 
m orthogonal curvilinear coordinate; length parameter 
(see Equation 17) 
N a parameter (see Equation 27) 
n orthogonal curvilinear coordinate; number of blades; 
a positive integer 
V 
o outlet station 
p pressure, FL~^ ; pressure boundary 
q increment ratio (see Equation 64) 
r radius, L; radius ratio (see Equation 17) 
5 stream surface 
s suction; suction boundary; blade spacing in 
circumferential direction, L 
t blade profile thickness, L 
U wheel speed, LT~^  
Y absolute flow velocity, LT"^  
W flow velocity relative to blade row, LT"^ ; 
dimensionless flow velocity relative to blade 
row 
X percent of chord coordinate 
X computing mesh coordinate (see Equation 25a) 
ji" first x-station downstream of trailing edge of blades 
x''' outlet x-station 
Y percent of chord coordinate 
y computing mesh coordinate (see Equation 25a) 
z scaled stream function (see Equation 25b) 
o local profile angle measured from chord line 
8 flow angle as measured from axial direction 
Y blade setting angle, angle between chord line and 
axial direction 
6 an increment 
L an increment; difference operator 
0 meridional angle 
vi 
a 
T 
4» 
w 
Subscripts: 
i 
M 
m 
n 
0 
P 
r 
s 
t 
u 
z 
0 ,  1 ,  2  
Superscripts : 
A 
1  
cascade solidity ratio, ^  
stream surface thickness function 
an angle in meridional plane (see Figure 4) 
stream function; dimensionless stream function 
(see Equation 17); an angle in meridional plane 
(see Figure 4) 
angular speed, T~^ ; relaxation factor 
inlet 
mean camber line 
m-component 
n-component 
outlet 
pressure 
r-component 
suction 
total; tip 
6-component 
z-component 
generic points 
input value (see Equations 55 - 63) 
dimensional value; percent of chord coordinate 
new value; relative to blade; blade forward edge 
intermediate value (see Equation 53) 
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INTRODUCTION 
In design of axial-flow turbomachines it is necessary to analyze the 
flow of a fluid through a succession of closely-spaced blade rows. At 
present, a complete solution to this complex, three-dimensional flow prob­
lem is not available. However, solutions have been obtained for simplified 
approximations to the complete problem. 
Methods of flow analysis involving only two coordinates play an impor­
tant part in determination of flow patterns in turbomachines. Since these 
methods are two-dimensional in mathematical sense one may say that the 
flow is analyzed in a surface. From the standpoint of simplicity, the 
best choice of surface is a stream surface. As an example, the meridional 
plane in flow without whirl past a body of revolution is a stream surface, 
and choice of a reference surface other than the meridional plane would 
only detract from the simplicity. In the more complicated case of the 
axisymmetric approximation of flow through of blade row of a turbomachine 
in which the blade mean surfaces serve as stream surfaces in the relative 
flow the principle still stands. Even so, the meridional plane is commonly 
used (6) rather than the blade mean surface. Hence, two flow problems may 
be considered in a turbomachine, one comprising axisymmetric flow on stream 
surfaces of revolution (the hub-to-tip flow problem) and the other the flow 
between blades of the rotor or stator on these surfaces (the blade-to-
blade flow problem, ignoring secondary flow). The solution of the blade-
to-blade flow problem is found using stream surfaces determined in the 
hub-to-tip flow problem,and the two problems in combination preserve the 
essential features of the original problem. 
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The first attempt at theoretical determination of flow through a 
blade row was made by Lorenz (16) who introduced the concept of an 
infinite number of blades to treat the resultant axisymmetric flow. 
Bauersfeld (1) later developed a method of designing blades under the 
restriction that the blade forces should not influence the meridional 
flow and that the blade force field must be normal to the stream sur­
faces defining the blade surface. The later work of Stodola (32), 
Spannhake (30), and Keller (13) further clarified and strengthened the 
theory. Ruden (24) proved that the through-flow solution under the 
assumption of an infinite number of blades gives a circumferentially 
averaged value of the fluid properties. The through-flow theory was 
further generalized by Wislicenus (37) who determined the influence of 
blade forces on meridional flow through inclination of the vortex 
filaments against the meridional plane. 
Extension of through-flow methods from an infinite number to a 
finite number of blades was made by Reissner and Meyerhoff (20) who 
used a power-series expansion, the terms of which were determined by 
comparison of the equations for an infinite number of blades and for 
a finite number of blades. Marble and Michelson (17) obtained a solu­
tion for an infinite number of blades for a prescribed loading and 
cylindrical bounding walls, and investigated the problem of mutual 
interference of adjacent blade rows and off-design operation. Wu and 
Wolfenstein (39) analyzed compressible flow in axial turbomachines hav­
ing infinite number of blades, applying radial equilibrium to both the 
design and off-design problem. Wu (38) also presented a general 
through-flow theory for the case of finite number of blades of finite 
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thickness with arbitrary hub and casing shapes and stream surfaces of 
general shape. Stanitz and Ellis (31) and Kramer (14) have obtained 
solutions to the blade-to-blade flow problem in centrifugal impellers 
by using numerical methods. 
The theoretical and numerical difficulties in three-dimensional 
through-flow solutions are great. Even greater are the difficulties 
involved in adapting such solutions to practical design application. 
The design equations must be simple but accurate enough so that the 
relative significance of design variables can be studied. Also it must 
be possible to compute many designs quickly from which the most suit­
able one can be selected. 
In practice, the design of axial-flow compressors has most frequent­
ly been based on blade-element flow and analysis of axisymmetric flow at 
stations between the blade rows (12). 
In blade-element flow it is assumed that stream surfaces through a 
blade row are largely undistorted and that the flow remains on nearly 
conical stream surfaces independent of radial gradients. Simple radial 
equilibrium is assumed, and appropriate loss distributions may be applied 
at the calculation stations (8). The flow past any blade element or 
section is assumed to be the same regardless of whether the element is 
in a two-dimensional cascade or in an actual blade row. Hence the de­
signer can use empirical design information obtained chiefly from experi­
mental two-dimensional cascade data to correct for discrepancies between 
the real and design flows. Similar practical design procedures for 
axial-flow machines based on axisymmetric flow at stations between the 
blade rows have been used by Bowen et al. (2) and by Smith et al. (28); 
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the method used by Bowen et al. was later extended by Holmquist and 
Rannie (11). Also radial equilibrium and blade-element theory has been 
applied in axial-flow compressors and pumps by Serovy and Anderson (27), 
Swan (34), and by Robbing and Dugan (21) to estimate off-design per­
formance. 
Present-day requirements in the design of compact, high-performance 
pumps demand corresponding adjustments in conventional and conservative 
design techniques (7). The assumption of axisymmetric flow and blade-
element theory cannot give satisfactory, physically valid solutions when 
large deviations from the assumption of blade-element flow occur. The 
need of improved design methods incorporating more complete flow solu­
tions is thus indicated. 
In this thesis a numerical method of general applicability for 
estimating the blade-to-blade flow of a frictionless and non-cavitating 
fluid is presented. Finite difference approximation to the flow field 
and governing flow equations in given blade cascades and axisymmetric 
stream surfaces is used. Iterative solutions of the system of linear 
equations resulting from the finite difference approximations are ob­
tained on a digital computer. Sample solutions so obtained for a number 
of cascade configuations are presented to test the method. The results 
of these solutions are presented in the form of flow or streamline 
patterns and as blade profile head distributions. 
In addition, an experimental investigation was conducted on two-di­
mensional cascades of NACA 65(Aio)-810 compressor blades in water. Config­
urations involving three different blade setting angles in combination 
with design incidence and turning angles for a constant blade solidity 
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were tested over a low range of Reynolds number under non-cavitating 
flow conditions. Results obtained for profile head distributions 
are compared with available data from previous cascade investigations 
conducted in air. 
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ANALYSIS OF FLOW IN ROTATING BLADE ROWS 
Characteristics of Flow in Passages of Turbomachinery 
The primary purpose of a rotor in a turbomachine is to change the 
energy level of the fluid which passes through the machine. It is vi­
tally important that the exchange of energy between the fluid and the 
rotor be efficient, and the efficiency at design and off-design operat­
ing points depends mainly upon proper aerodynamic design of the flow 
passages through the machine. Such flow passages result from application 
of design procedures which effectively combine theory with proper rec­
ognition of real fluid effects upon the flow under various conditions 
of operation. 
In analysis of flow past solid boundaries (such as those typical 
of the bladed passages of turbomachinery) two extreme cases as repre­
sented by the potential and laminar solutions for the flow pattern can 
be cited. (See Figure 1) These solutions are the limiting cases for 
flow at very high and very low Reynolds numbers, respectively. In 
potential flow, solutions for the velocity and pressure fields indicate 
that drag forces on the solid boundaries are non-existent, regardless 
of the fluid deformation involved. On the other hand, solution of the 
laminar flow case shows that the dominant viscous effects lead to pres­
sures and velocities radically different than those in potential flow, 
with the resulting flow characterized by so-called deformation drag (22). 
In real flow situations values of Reynolds number and the flow pattern 
are intermediate to those for purely laminar flow or potential flow. 
Figure 1. Flow velocity profiles showing influence of the 
boundary over a range of Reynolds number from 
laminar to potential flow 
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Laminar flow 
velocity profile 
Potential flow 
velocity profile 
(Inviscid fluid) 
Turbulent flow 
velocity profile 
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Any accounting of real fluid effects serves to indicate that the 
analysis of flow through a passage, as in a blade row, is complex and 
involves an essential interdependence of the main flow, the boundary 
layer and any separated regions. Due to the complexities of the flow, 
a heavy reliance is placed on modeling techniques and experimental 
investigations in various types of testing facilities. Efforts to 
test proposed theory, to correlate experimental results and to incor­
porate these results in empirical design procedures have been a major 
activity in fluid mechanics,. In this respect, the aerodynamic design 
of turbomachinery in the past has been no exception. It should be 
mentioned, however, that direct experimental determination of flow 
characteristics in turboinachines is far from simple because of mech­
anical difficulties involved in making the required measurements. 
Evidently, to test whether the flow in such machines conforms to 
theory lies primarily in the comparison between predicted and actual 
performance of the machine. 
In many cases, theoretical determination of flow in turbomachinery 
as based on ideal (potential flow) analysis can approximate the distri­
bution of velocities and pressures and indicate effects of changes in 
design parameters. Such theoretical solutions constructed according 
to the boundary geometry require boundary layers of negligible thick­
ness at all points. Conclusions drawn from these solutions are war­
ranted if it is appreciated that as long as the boundary layer remains 
thin the pressure must be essentially the sams at the boundary as at 
the edge of the boundary layer. 
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There are other peculiarities of real fluid behavior in turbo-
machines which have not yet been mentioned. Secondary flows, which 
are cross-currents to the primary flow, and which appear in stators 
and rotors (even in the ideal fluid analysis) deform the stream sur­
faces in the blade rows. Shown in Figure 2 are so-called stream sur­
faces of the first kind (38) as traced by fluid particles initially 
on a circular arc of fixed radius about the machine axis. Such sur­
faces are obviously not surfaces of revolution. The energy of the 
irrelevant motion associated with secondary flow is ultimately lost, 
but what is more important is the effect of secondary flows on pro­
motion of other losses such as form drag by causing accumulations of 
low-energy fluid in the passages (4). In multistage machines, vortices 
shed by the upstream blade rows have to pass through succeeding stages. 
These vortices resist deflection and produce secondary flows which 
further compound the disorganization of the flow. 
Cavitation effects can be extremely important in cases of liquid 
flow through turbomachines where, under certain conditions, vapor-
filled cavities rapidly form and collapse at the flow boundaries lead­
ing to noise and mechanical damage as well as disorganization of the 
flow and attendant losses. 
Finally, additional losses generally referred to as annulus losses 
and disk friction result from boundary layer build-up on exposed sur­
faces of the machine casing and rotor disks. 
Figure 2. Stream surfaces of the first kind in flow through 
a blade row 
I 
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Mathematical Model 
The complete solution of the flow of a real fluid through a turbo-
machine blade row is beyond reach as is evidenced by the fact that only 
a few solutions to viscous flow problems involving much simpler bound­
ary conditions are presently known (26). Hence, most theoretical anal­
ysis of flow in turbomachinery is based on ideal flow. 
The mathematical model proposed here is intended to approximate the 
real flow in a rotating blade row in the blade-to-blade flow problem and 
to permit computation of velocity and pressure distributions over the 
blade profile for given operating conditions. The hub-to-tip solution, 
or approximation to the flow in a meridional plane of the rotor is not 
attempted here. Consequently, the blade-to-blade stream surface is taken 
either to be of an assumed constant form, or to be approximated by a 
straight cylindrical surface, concentric with the machine axis. 
It is assumed that the fluid is inviscid and of constant density. 
Also, cavitation of the flow is not allowed. The blade row is assumed 
to rotate about the machine axis with constant angular velocity, (In 
the case of a stationary blade row the angular velocity is simply set 
equal to zero,) Also, it is assumed that the blade row is made up of 
a finite number of like blades having prescribed camber and finite thick­
ness distribution. As a result, at stations in the flow inside a blade 
row, the characteristics of the flow change in circumferential direction 
across each flow passage formed by adjacent blades (but ideally in iden­
tical fashion for each passage). 
If the flow inside a rotor were observed at a particular point in 
an absolute reference frame, it is clear that as different points of the 
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blade row and the flow pass successively through the observation point, 
a steady flow relative to the rotor would appear unsteady, and even dis­
continuous because of the finite thickness of the blades. By referring, 
then, to a reference frame attached to the rotor, the formulation of 
the equations of motion is greatly simplified; the usual laws of steady 
fluid motion and a relatively simple set of boundary conditions can be 
used. It is noted that steady flow cannot occur simultaneously with 
respect to the stator and rotor blade rows in a turbomachine. Following 
the preceding discussion, a steady relative flow at the exit of a rotor 
produces unsteady absolute flow in the following stator row, and vice-
versa. Therefore, the assumption often made that steady flows exist in 
the stators and rotors of turbomachine is incorrect. 
In this analysis, however, the relative flow at stations sufficiently 
far upstream and downstream of the rotating blade row is assumed to be 
steady. The fluid passing through the blade row is assumed to remain on 
axisynmetric stream surfaces. Because the boundary walls (the hub and 
the casing) are surfaces of revolution it will be convenient to employ 
a relative cylindrical coordinate system in which the meridional angle 
is measured from a rotating blade. 
Fundamental Equations 
The equation of motion for flow of a non-viscous and incompressible 
fluid through a rotating blade row, referred to a rotating or non-inertial 
coordinate system, is to be developed. 
Euler's equation for incompressible flow is (22) 
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where V is the absolute velocity of the flow and h is the piezometric 
head expressing the sum of pressure head and elevation above some 
geodetic datum. The derivative with respect to time on the left hand 
side of the equation is the absolute substantial derivative. In terms 
of observations made from a reference frame attached to a blade row 
rotating with constant angular velocity w, the Euler equation becomes 
(35) 
~ - co^ r + 2w X W = -gVh (1) 
dW 
In this equation ^ is the substantial derivative of the velocity of 
the fluid particle under consideration measured relative to the rotat­
ing reference frame. The second term is the acceleration of the point 
fixed in the rotating blade row and coincident with the fluid particle 
under consideration (r is the radius vector measured from the machine 
axis to the particle of fluid). The vector 2w x W is the Coriolis 
component of acceleration. 
With the assumption of steady flow relative to the rotating blades, 
the only contribution to the substantial derivative in Equation 1 is 
due to the non-uniformity of the relative velocity field. Hence, Equa­
tion 1 can be written as 
5? • 7ÎÎ - + 2u X ^  = -gVh (2) 
Further simplification of this equation can be made using the identity 
 ^' VW = y VW2 - ^ x (7 X W) 
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in which the space derivatives may be computed at a given instant in 
either the relative or absolute reference frame. Substitution of the 
identity into Equation 2 yields 
-Wx (V X i^ ) - w^ r + 2w X W = -gV (h + (3) 
Next, with substitution for the vorticity of the relative flow in terms 
of the vorticity of the absolute flow from the relation (35) 
Vxi? = Vx^-2u 
Equation 3 becomes 
-W x(V X - oj^ r = -gV (h + (4) 
Finally, since the "wheel speed", U, is wr, then 
Y = w^ r 
Using this last result in Equation 1, then 
Wx (7 X V) = gVH' (5) 
in which a relative total head, H', has been introduced. 
The relative total head (which is not the total head of the relative 
flow) is defined by the relation 
. H' = h t (6) 
Evidently, according to Equation 5, the vorticity and relative flow 
velocity vectors are tangent to level surfaces of H*. In the case of 
a stationary blade row, u vanishes, W becomes V and H' becomes the 
total head, H« 
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Another relation between H* and H can be obtained. When a velocity 
triangle for flow in a rotor is drawn (see Figure 3) it is easily seen 
that the relative total head, and the total head obey the relation 
= H + -^  [-V2 + (U - Vy)2 + V2 - _ u2] 
u 
Figure 3. Velocity triangle 
This in turn can be reduced to 
torV 
H' = H (7) 
g 
in which the factor rV^  is the angular momentum per unit mass of fluid 
with respect to the machine axis. 
The scalar product taken between the relative flow velocity, W, 
and Equation 5 yields the result 
W • VH' = 0 
which indicates that the substantial derivative of H' in the steady rela­
tive flow vanishes, i.e., 
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 ^= W . 9H' = 0 
at 
Thus a fluid particle in traversing the blade row experiences a change 
UV 
AH' = A (H -) =0 (7a) 
g 
which is an expression of Euler's turbine equation. 
If for the axisymmetric flow at the inlet station to a rotating 
blade row it is assumed that the whirl velocity distribution is that 
of a potential vortex [V^  = p] and that total head is constant with 
radius (note that this results in uniform H' at the inlet), then, 
according to Equation 7a the relative total head is uniform everywhere 
in the flow through the blade row. The equation of motion from Equa­
tion 5 is in this case 
W X (V x V) = 0 (8) 
and the vorticity and relative velocity vectors are seen to be parallel. 
Also, for the absolute flow to be irrotational it is obvious that 
gradients in relative total head would be zero and constant energy 
change per unit weight of fluid flowing is implied. 
At this point it is instructive to critically review the assump­
tion of steady and axisymmetric flow into a rotor of a machine, and to 
examine the rotational tendencies of the flow. Consider as an example 
a machine stage consisting of a stator row followed by a rotor. Accord­
ing to the Kelvin's theorem (19), an irrotational flow which enters the 
stator blade row leaves the blades as an irrotational flow. If the 
stator and rotor blade rows can be considered as not close to each other, 
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and if trailing vortices are not shed from the stator blades (i.e., 
the whirl discharge from the stator row is free-vortex so that span-
wise distribution of circulation is constant) then the characteristics 
of the flow at a fixed point relative to the rotor can be taken as 
constant. However, if the rotor is close to the stator blade row, 
vortices are shed from the stator blades because of periodic varia­
tion in circulation caused by the flow unsteadiness. The flow through 
the rotor, then, would properly be treated on the basis of unsteady 
and rotational flow (38). 
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FLOW ON AXISYMMETRIC STREAM SURFACES 
Equation of Motion in Curvilinear Coordinates 
In view of the difficulties involved in determination of the flow 
pattern in a turbomachine for even the simple case involving an inviscid, 
constant-density fluid, it is necessary to approximate the form of the 
stream surfaces. The relative blade-to-blade flow through an actual 
rotor made up of a finite number of blades may be approximated as a flow 
on axisymmetric stream surfaces which are surfaces of revolution gener­
ated by rotating given streamlines in a meridional plane of the rotor 
about the axis of the machine. The details involved in the assumption 
of axisymmetric stream surfaces will be discussed in the following sec­
tion, Axisymmetric Stream Surface Assumption. 
It is assumed that the relative total head, H', is uniform through­
out the flow at the inlet station to the blade row. For purposes of 
discussion and solution of the blade-to-blade flow problem the equation 
of motion (Equation 8) is best expressed in terms of a general curvilinear 
coordinate system having symmetry with respect to the axis of the machine. 
In this way, a particular family of coordinate surfaces comprise the 
axisymmetric stream surfaces. 
Consider a curvilinear coordinate system given in functional relation 
to conventional cylindrical coordinates 0, r and z by the equations 
8 = 8 
m = m (r,z) 
n = n (r,z) 
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In either coordinate system, 6 represents the meridional angle as 
measured in the relative reference frame rotating with the rotor. 
The cylindrical coordinates r and z are the radius as measured from 
the machine axis and the distance as measured along that axis, respec­
tively. It is apparent from the stated relations that m- and n-
coordinate surfaces possess axial symmetry. Also, the (0, m, n) 
coordinate system is taken to be orthogonal. Consequently, when 
blade-to-blade axisymmetric stream surfaces are assumed, they corre­
spond to the n-coordinate surfaces, while m-coordinate surfaces are 
normal surfaces to the stream,surfaces. A cylindrical coordinate 
system would be a special case of the more general system with r 
corresponding to n, and z corresponding to m. 
An elementary curvilinear rectangle with sides parallel to m-
and n-coordinate surface traces in a meridional plane is shown in 
Figure 4. Also shown are angle increments d(ti and di|), along with the 
M^achine axis 
Figure 4. Elementary curvilinear rectangle 
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radii of curvature r and r for the n- and m-coordinate traces, respec-
m n  ^
tively. The two radii r^  and r^  serve as linearizing factors enabling 
the relations dm = r^ d^ , and dn = r^ dij^  to be written. Hence, the dif­
ferential arc length ds measured from point (6, m, n) to a point (6 + d6. 
m + dm, n + dn) is (r^ dS^  + r^ d^(|)^  + 
Next, the relative flow velocity vector is written 
® = t»„, w„, 
The vorticity of the relative flow can be expressed by making reference 
to standard formulas for curl expressed in curvilinear coordinates (3) 
or simply by computing components as the circulation per unit area 
around appropriate elementary curvilinear rectangles oriented with sides 
parallel to the curvilinear axes. 
In the above vector relations the 6, m and n components of the vorticity 
of the relative flow are the ordered components, respectively, within the 
brackets. If the indicated differentiations are performed, then, 
1 
Hence 
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W 9r , 3W W 3r , 3W 
7 ^  r  n  n . l n  m  m  1  m  V X W = [ 
r r 3(^ r 3(^ r r 3ii) r 3ip * 
mn m mn n 
JjL 21 , JL . -JL . 1 fjl 
r r 3# r 3ij; r r 36 r 38* 
n n n 
Jji +1 _ JjL i? _ _L 
rr 36 r 36 rr 3(t) r 36 
m m m 
It appears in viewing Figure 4 that 
dr = dn, dr = dm 
m n 
and it follows that 
3r 3r 
n _ m ^ ^ 
Also, due to the axial symmetry of the coordinate surfaces, each merid­
ional picture is identical, implying that 
Substitution of these four derivative values into the preceding equation 
for the vorticity of the relative flow yields 
3W_ W_ 3W 
n m 
"u3r '"u 1 "u 3r ="u. 
T 3F + inr - ? -RT' ? mr - T ir" TEr 
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A final expression obtained after some rearrangement in the second and 
third components is 
W 9W W 3W 
? X % : + -ST - - -TFT' 
n m 
, 3rW 8W , aw BrW 
The angular velocity of the rotor is a constant vector lying on the 
machine axis. In terms of the curvilinear coordinate system the angular 
velocity is 
r- 9r 9r^ 0, = [0, 0) —, - 0)—] 
Addition of 2w to the vorticity of the relative flow gives the vorticity 
of the absolute flow. Hence, 
W 3H W 3W 
n m 
, a(rW + wr2) 9w . 9W a(rW + yrZ) 
The final desired expression for the equation of motion (Equation 8) 
is obtained after the indicated vector product of the relative velocity 
and the vorticity of the absolute flow is made and the resultant compon­
ents are equated to zero. Thus, 
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W 9W 
r m , m 
t-F (-^
-w 
9(rW t ) 
u 
dm 
W 3(rW + wr^) 3W 
n , u n 
3n 38 
), 
W 2 _ 3W 2 
n ^ 1 n 
r 2 3in 
n 
W W 
n m 
r 
m 
- W 
9W W 9(rW + wr2) 9W 
m ^ u , u m. 
^ — n 9n 
W 9(rW + ur2) 9W WW 9W W % 9W 2 
- 7 <  1 =  °  
9n n m 
As indicated earlier, the case for flow with uniform total head 
through a stationary row of blades can be handled simply as a special 
case in any of the preceding relations by setting the angular speed, w, 
to zero, and by replacing W by V wherever it appears. Also, any of the 
relations, whether for stationary or rotating blade rows, can be express­
ed in cylindrical coordinates by replacing m and n wherever they appear 
in order by z and r, noting that in such a case r and r are infinite. 
m n 
Axisymmetric Stream Surface Assumption 
Consider a steady relative flow on axisymmetric stream surfaces 
through a rotating blade row. The stream surfaces are n-coordinate 
surfaces, At a point on a given stream surface the relative flow 
velocity vector lies in the tangent plane to the surface; therefore 
if = 0] 
The component equations of motion for the assumed axisymmetric stream 
surfaces and for uniform H' (Equation 11) become 
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Axisymmetric stream surfaces exist if Equation 12 and the conditions 
9W 9W 
"5ir= "Tr= ° 
are satisfied. (Note that if natural coordinates involving rectangular 
axes 9, m, n at a given point along a stream line are used, then the two 
derivatives just cited are in general not zero, and as such imply the 
curvature of the streamline.) 
To amplify what is involved in the assumption of axisymmetric stream 
surfaces and to discuss some of the more important points in approaching 
the flow solution the following discussion is appropriate. 
Consider, first of all, the simple case of axisymmetric flow with 
uniform head, H, and zero whirl into an annular passage free of blades. 
It is seen from Equation 12 under the stated conditions that the deriva-
9W 9W 9W 
m n J n 
—* 17» — 
vanish. Thus the flow has axisymmetric stream surfaces. In fact, the 
flow itself is axisymmetric and the flow problem is reduced to one in a 
meridional plane concerning the hub-to-casing flow pattern, the equation 
of motion obtained from the third component equation being simply 
dV V 
-7^  + — : 0 
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Next, extension to axisyrametric flow through a blade row is possible with 
the assumption of an infinite number of infinitely thin blades. The 
through-flow in this approximation is obviously axisymmetric. Therefore, 
the flow analysis can be dealt with in either a relative or absolute 
frame of reference since both the relative and absolute flows are steady 
and axisyrametric. However, to account for the blades in the flow passage 
and their attendant influence on the flow, the small changes in pressure 
in the peripheral direction between adjacent blades can be represented 
in the equations of motion in terms of a distributed body force acting 
normal to a given but arbitrary blade surface (24). Briefly, the solu­
tion for the flow pattern in the meridional plane entails a first approx­
imation of the form of the stream lines followed by iterations on the 
form until the solution obtains (6). 
In practical design (i.e., blade-element method (12)) the through-
flow determination is often abandoned in favor of finding the axisymmetric 
flow only at stations located between blade rows where the blade forces 
do not AiSt. An important feature of the blade-element method is that 
total head gradient terms at the flow stations can be incorporated, 
accounting for radial distributions of energy resulting from upstream 
flow characteristics. The energy gradients referred to are the result 
energy addition in the upstream rotor blade rows and frictional losses 
in the upstream flow. 
Blade-to-Blade Flow on Axisymmetric Stream Surfaces 
The 6- component equation of motion obtained from Equation 12 for 
relative flow on an axisymmetric stream surface is 
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Interestingly enough, this same equation can be obtained as follows 
from the 0- component equation of motion for uniform relative total 
head expressed in cylindrical coordinates. The component equation 
[3 X (, X 3^],.component = ° 
(see Equation 11) becomes,when converted from the general curvilinear 
coordinates (0, m, n) to cylindrical coordinates (0, 2, r) 
3W 3(rW + wr^) 9(rW + wr^) 9W 
i f ' -
With rearrangement, 
. a(W 2 + W 2) 
2 ("z IE + "r + wr2) = 0 
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However, the magnitude of the meridional velocity component is 
1 
W = (W 2 + w 2)2 
m 2 r 
Also, 
K - "  -  V i l -
Therefore, the component equation of motion in terms of coordinates m 
and 6 is 
1 + 
5-ir- ^^"u + = 0 
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or equivalently, 
aw , aw . 
inr - - r -aT- = 0 
The last equation is the same as Equation 13. 
Stream function and the blade-to-blade flow equation 
The blade-to-blade flow equation for a given axisymmetric stream 
surface involves two unknown velocity components, W^ and A second 
relation which is available is the continuity equation. For the two-
dimensional stream surface, a stream function, ip, can be defined 
satisfying continuity. Consider, as shown in Figure 5, two stream 
sheets taken from axisymmetric stream surface S and S' infinitesimally 
close to each other. The normal distance between the surfaces at a 
Figure 5. Stream surfaces 
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given axial station is dn. The stream sheets S and S' in Figure 5 are 
bounded by lines of intersection with m-surfaces in the axial direction, 
and by meridional planes in the circumferential direction, 
A dimensionless thickness function, T(m), for an annular stream 
tube with a mean stream surface S is defined by x = dn/dn^, where i is 
the inlet station in the flow. Next, the volume rate of flow through 
the area element of dimensions xdn^ by rd6 taken from a cut in the 
stream tube made by an m-surface is 
|ide = (xrdedn.) 
similarly, for an area element of length dm and,average depth xdn^ 
taken from a cut made in the stream tube by a meridional plane, the 
volume rate of flow is 
4^ dm = -(xdmdn.) W 
9m 1 u 
From these two preceding relations the velocity components are expressed 
in terms of the stream function as 
w = (14) 
m xrdn^ 30 
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Therefore, substitution in Equation 13 for W and W yields' 
m u 
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which simplifies to 
J. 
98' 
Equation 16 is the final form of the blade-to-blade flow equation de­
sired, What is involved, then, in solving for the flow pattern through 
a blade row is integration of Equation 16 with satisfying appropriate 
boundary conditions. Note that rotational speed has no bearing on the 
solution for ifi if the stream surfaces are coaxial cylinders [•^ = 0]. 
Also, if T is constant (equal to unity) and the stream surfaces are 
coaxial cylinders then the equation is the well-known Laplace equation 
for plane flow. In the next section, Flow Equation in Dimensionless 
Form, the flow equation is expressed in dimensionless terms, and the 
boundary conditions which are imposed on the stream function by the 
blade-to-blade flow are discussed. 
Flow equation in dimensionless form 
There are two reasons for making the blade-to-blade flow equation 
and boundary conditions dimensionless. First, by eliminating the "size 
and speed" of the machine from the equations, these two items do not 
have to be specified in a problem. Second, the results obtained from 
the solution are also dimensionless and can be applied to any one of a 
set of geometrically similar machines. 
Equation 16 may be temporarily rewritten with the dimensional 
terms as "starred" quantities; 
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The following (un-starred) dimensionless terms are now defined, and are 
used exclusively in the remaining treatment: 
it" 
stream function, ip = 
r* 
radius ratio, r = —ar 
V 
m A 
length parameter, m = ^ 
^t 
W A 
flow coefficient, W = —*—r 
m 
W * 
whirl coefficient, 
In these definitions r^ is a reference radius of the machine. 
Substitution for the "starred" terms in the preceding differential 
equation gives the dimensionless form of the equation: 
Boundary conditions 
In Figure 6, a given axisymmetric relative stream surface has been 
mapped into a plane for purposes of calculations in the blade-to-blade 
flow solution. The blade profiles shown are those as cut in the stream 
surface by the blades. The mapping is conformai, the y-axis corresponding 
to the 6- coordinate, and the x-axis to the m-coordinate for the stream 
surface. 
Figure 6. Flow field for an axisymmetric stream surface 
past adjacent blades in a blade row. A comput­
ing mesh for numerical solution is also shown. 
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Conformability of the mapping in the computing plane is necessary 
for representation of the repeat of the flow pattern and boundary con­
ditions every blade space around the blade row. Hence, a scale factor 
which varies with m (or x) is required, except in the case of a cylin­
drical stream surface which can be simply unwrapped to form a plane 
with a constant scale. 
The boundaries of the flow field to be considered are formed by 
the suction (s) and pressure (p) surfaces of the blades, and by the 
lines extending upstream and downstream from the blade leading and 
trailing edges, respectively. The boundaries s^ and s^ are arbitrarily 
drawn boundaries and are not necessarily lines of constant y as shown 
in Figure 6. Boundary p^ has been drawn so that at all points it is 
displaced vertically units from s^ where n is the number of blades 
in the blade row. Similarly, boundary p^ is units from boundary s^. 
Except for the two boundaries s and p inside the blade row these bound­
aries are not streamlines. The lines i and o are traces cut in the 
stream surface by two radial planes located far enough upstream and down­
stream so that the flow is essentially uninfluenced by the blades. 
By definition, the stream function 4) has constant values on the 
boundaries p and s. We can arbitrarily assign one of the boundary values 
and solve for the other based on the operating point of the machine. 
Therefore, letting ip on boundary s equal zero = 0) and referring 
back to the previous discussion of the stream function, the flow 
coefficient at station i can be computed on the basis of Equation 14 
in dimensionless form as 
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"m.i = ?r 
If this equation is integrated with respect to 0 from the streamline 
for ^ = 0 to the streamline for ^ (the two streamlines are ^  
units of e apart), the value of if» on the p-boundary is obtained; 
*p : IT ?! "m.i 
At the boundaries i and o the flow is axisymmetric and assumed 
known based on assigned flow rate, flow inlet angle, and blade loading. 
Hence, based on the known constant flow and whirl coefficients at these 
boundaries, the necessary boundary conditions on ip can be computed from 
Equations 14 and 15 as 
34i. 
^i "m.i (19) 
W . 
-5f = VoVo= w i^ V" Vi 
— =-\,i (21) 
3^ 
- ^0 "u.o (22) 
The remaining boundary conditions are those placed on outside the 
blade row, but Inside the boundaries i and o. In this region the loca­
tions of the streamlines are not known until the problem has been solved. 
It is known, however, that there are two streamlines, one for which 
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* = 0, and a second one for ^ displaced circumferentially units 
away. That is, there is a circumferential periodicity of the flow. 
Actually the flow is completely periodic outside the blade row since 
the flow pattern at any point is duplicated at another point units 
away. Therefore, as the final boundary conditions the periodicity con­
ditions may be expressed for pairs of points on boundaries s^, p^ and 
on boundaries s , p by 
cr ^o 
•(p.) = *(s.) * (23) 
•(p„) = ' •p (24) 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD 
One is often obliged to turn to a numerical method to obtain an 
approximate solution to a boundary value problem for which the boundary 
values are not given by simple analytical expressions. Such is the 
case here in determining the stream function in the blade-to-blade flow 
problem. The most universal numerical method is the method of finite 
differences. In this method the continuous region denoting the flow 
field is replaced by a set of discrete points and the differential 
equation is replaced at each point by an approximating difference 
equation. The problem is thus reduced to the solution of a system of 
algebraic equations. The procedure covers the flow region by a net 
of discrete points and marks off a polygonal contour so that it suffi­
ciently approximates the boundary. The region in which the solution 
of the difference equation is sought is formed by the lattice points 
of the net with the polygonal boundary. The assigned boundary values 
on the original boundary are transferred through extrapolations to 
lattice points on the polygonal boundary. 
For approximations using dense nets the number of algebraic equa­
tions is so large that direct methods, which would yield the exact 
solution after a finite number of steps if no round-offs were effected, 
are impractical. Therefore methods which are basically iterative are 
resorted to. The main disadvantage of all numerical techniques, whether 
direct or iterative, is that they give numerical values for unknown 
functions at a set of discrete points instead of analytical expressions 
defined over the region. 
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Following in this section are the details of the numerical solu­
tion for the blade-to-blade flow problem. The layout of the computing 
mesh for the flow field and the finite difference expression of the 
flow equation are presented, followed by discussion of numerical treat­
ment of the boundary conditions and differentiation of the stream func­
tion for flow velocities. Organization of the solution method for 
computer application along with sample solutions are presented in the 
later section, Application of the Numerical Solution Method. 
Finite Difference Mesh 
Once the blads channel formed by the intersection of the axisymmetric 
stream surface and two adjacent blades in the blade row has been laid out 
to a convenient scale (preferably a large scale) a square lattice or mesh 
of computing points is constructed over the flow field. (See Figure 6) 
The meridional coordinate of the computing mesh is x and the circumfer­
ential coordinate y. Boundary i corresponds to x = 1 and boundary o to 
X = x"'. The extent of the computing mesh in the y direction is from 
y = 1 to y = y'*'. The mesh is constructed so that the forward-most edge 
of the blade profile lies on a mesh point. The x-coordinate of this 
point is designated as x'. The x-coordinate of the rear or trailing edge 
of the blade profile is, in general, not a mesh point. 
For purposes of locating the boundaries in the solution method and 
for identification of particular regions in the flow field the following 
definitions are made. (See Figures 6 and 7) 
Figure 7, Trace of z (scaled stream function) surface in a 
constant x-panel illustrating mesh point definitions 
and extrapolations to exterior points. (An extra­
polation to z (x, y + 1) is shown) 
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Trace of z surface on plane 
X = constant 
z(x,yp+l) 
boundary 
Ys ys+1 
p boundary 
Vg -1 y,+A, y,+2 yp-2 Vp-1 Vp yp+l yp+2 
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a. one mesh division in x or y directions is a distance of one 
unit, regardless of the scale used in constructing the blade 
profiles and flow field, 
b. the point (x, y^) is a mesh point on the p^, p, boundary, 
or is the first mesh point inside if there is no mesh point 
on the boundary for the particular integer x. 
c. the point (x, y^) is a mesh point on the s^, s, s^ boundary, 
or is the first mesh point outside if there is no mesh point 
on the boundary for the particular integer x. 
d. A (x) and A (x) are the positive y-distances from the mesh 
P s 
points (x, y^) to the p^, p, p^ boundary and the mesh points 
(x, y^) to the s^, s, s^ boundary, respectively. According 
to this definition, 0 5 6 (x) < 1 and 0 5 A (x) < 1. p s 
e. the integer x'' is the x-coordinate of the first "panel" of 
mesh points downstream of the trailing edge of the blade. 
Scaling for Computation 
The value for the stream function on the boundary s has already 
been assigned as zero. Also the value 4»^ for the stream function on 
boundary p has been evaluated in Equation 18. As far as the streamline 
pattern determined in the blade-to-blade flow is concerned, it is 
immaterial what the actual values of and ij; are. It is advantageous 
s p 
in the solution method to scale the equations so that calculations in­
volve constant values of ip and iC and a constant mesh division of 
s p 
unity. Accordingly, a mesh scale factor k2 and a stream function scale 
factor kg may be defined by the relations 
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X = kgm , y = kgre (25a) 
and 
z = kgij; (25b) 
The value of kg for any x can be determined from the constructed 
flow field and computing mesh according to 
kg (x) -
[y^ (1) - yg (1) + (1) - (l)]n 
2ïïr(x) 
(26a) 
Next, letting z = 100, say, correspond to the value then 
^3 = ^  
P 
Substitution for from Equation 18 yields 
k, = 15.915n 
3 r. W . 
1 m,i 
(26b) 
The flow equation. Equation 17, and the remaining boundary conditions, 
Equations 19 through 24, when scaled by the factors k^ and k^ become 
— - N (x) |^ + — - P (x) = 0 
3y2 3x2 
(27) 
where the parameters N and P are defined as 
N (x) = 1 f_l dT 1 dr 
r(x) 3m 
P (x) = 
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and 
9z 
3y 
x=l 
100 . 
y (1) - Yg U) + Ap (1) - Ag (1) (28) 
9z 
3y 
_ 100 
, M ~ y (X" ') - y (X'") + A (X'") - A (x'") (29) 
p o ^ o 
3z 
= - ^  W 
x=l '"z k, u,i 
(30) 
3z 
3x x=x''' 
r— T W 
kg o u,o 
(31) 
Z (x, y^ t Ap) = z (x, yg + A^) + 100, 
(1 < X < x', x'* 5 X < x'") (32) 
Note that a change in the operating point of the blade row results in 
no change of the values of z on the blade profile boundaries s and p, 
but in the boundary conditions. Equation 30 and 31, and in the parameter 
P of the flow equation itself. This set of equations thus constitutes 
the boundary value problem in form for numerical solution for the 
direct blade-to-blade flow problem with a given axisymmetric stream 
surface and a given set of velocity triangles far upstream and down­
stream of the blade row. It remains to express Equation 27 in finite 
difference form. 
Flow Equation in Finite Difference Form 
To express Equation 27 in finite difference form, consider the 
lattice point (x, y) and its four equidistant neighbor points 
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(x + 1, y), (x-l,v), (x, y t 1), and (x, y-1). The values of the 
derivatives in Equation 27 may be approximated by the difference 
quotients used in the definitions of the derivatives. Hence, using 
the four neighbor points to the point (x, y), Equation 27 may be 
approximated by 
z (x, y + 1) + z (x, y - 1) - 2z (x, y) 
+ jN (x) z (x - 1, y) - jN (x) z (x + 1, y) 
+ z(x - 1, y) t z(x + 1, y) - 2z(x,y) - P(x) = 0 
The approximation is of the order h^, where h is the distance represented 
by a unit distance in the x, y coordinates. Rearrangement of the equa­
tion gives the approximation to the value of z (x, y) in terms of the z 
values at the neighbor points: 
z (x, y) = ^ z (x - 1, y) + ^ z (x + 1, y) 
+ i z (x, y - 1) + |- z (x, y + 1) - i P (x) (33) 
The coefficient matrix for the system of equations generated by Equa­
tion 33 in approximating the flow equation at the interior points of the 
flow field is sparse and diagonally dominant. Such systems of equations 
are generally well-suited for iterative solution by the method of Gauss-
Seidel (10). This was the method used in obtaining the blade-to-blade 
solutions. 
Equation 33 as written, expressing the value of z at an interior 
point (x, y) is in a form ready for iteration. To perform the iterations, 
according to Gauss-Seidel an approximate initial set of z (x, y) values 
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is first obtained for the mesh points at which integration is to be made 
and also at points exterior to the flow boundaries which serve as neigh­
bor points to interior points in the vicinity of the boundaries. Next, 
a new set of z (x, y) values at interior points is computed from Equa­
tion 33 by marching up successive values of y located in panels of con­
stant X values. New values are estimated for z at exterior neighboring 
points on the basis of the new z values at the interior points, and the 
cycle is repeated until the absolute value of the difference between 
the newly integrated and the old value of z at any mesh point is less 
than some arbitrarily assigned tolerance. Observe in this iterative 
scheme that not all neighbor points to a given central point at which 
integration is being performed have old z values, but that the new 
values of z are incorporated as soon as they become available. 
The Gauss-Seidel method is closely related to "relaxation" methods 
(29) which have found wide application in engineering and physics. The 
successive corrections to the solution in the two methods are determined 
in the same way. However, residuals at mesh points, which are "relaxed" 
in the course of iterations in the relaxation solution are not specif­
ically examined in the Gauss-Seidel method. Whereas the latter method 
is cyclic in nature and easy to program for a computer, relaxation is 
not cyclic and thus poorly suited for computer solution. 
Range of integration 
The range of points in any one constant x-panel over which integra­
tion of Equation 33 takes place covers less than a blade space. (See 
Figure 6) For constant x-panels located outside the blade row 
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( 1 < X < x', x'' i X < x" ' ) with Ap(x) ^  0, integration is made at 
mesh points y(x); y^Cx) < y(x) < y^Cx). If A^Cx) = 0 for an x-panel 
outside the blade row, then integration ranges over the mesh points 
y(x); y < y(x) < y (x) - 1. For constant x-panels located within 
s "" P 
the blade row (x' £ x £ x" - 1) with A^Cx) i 0, integration is over 
the mesh points y(x); y (x) + 1 < y(x) <, y (x). If A (x) = 0, then 
S P P 
integration ranges over the points y(x); y (x) + 1 £ y(x) _< y (x) - 1. 
s p 
Additional discussion of the range of integration is presented in the 
section on numerical treatment of the boundary conditions. 
Initialization of stream function 
The initialization of the scaled stream function, z (x,y), is made 
by fitting a linear curve through the two points z (x, y^ + A^) = 0, 
and z (x, y^ + A^) = 100. Hence, 
100 [y - yg(x) - Ag(x)] 
^ " y (x) - y (x) + A (x) - A (x) 
p s p s 
evaluated for x = 2, 3,. . ., x" ' - 1, and y = y^Cx) - 2, y^fx) - 1, . . , 
y^Cx) + 2 provides the initial approximation to the set of z (x,y) values 
with which to begin the iterations. The z (x,y) values along x = 1 and 
X s x" ' are, of course, fixed by the boundary conditions implied in the 
assigned fluid velocities. 
Numerical Treatment of the Boundary Conditions 
In applying Equation 33 at a mesh point located on or in the neighbor­
hood of the flow boundary, a neighbor point exterior to the boundary is 
required. Hence, the boundary value of z is the assigned value used in 
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the interpolation procedure becween interior and exterior mesh points 
along a constant x-panel. This is the case whether the boundary point 
for that value of x is regular (a mesh point) or irregular. In addition, 
for integration at some mesh points, depending on the combination of 
blade profile and lattice construction, it may be that a second mesh 
point along a constant x-panel and located more than one mesh division 
beyond the boundary is required as a left-hand (x - l,y) or right-hand 
(x + l,y) point neighboring an integration point located near the 
boundary. In this case the interpolated boundary value should be 
thought of in terms of an interpolation along the panel of constant y 
(instead of constant x) involving only one mesh point exterior to the 
boundary. However, to keep the treatment of the boundary condition 
as simple as possible, interpolations along panels of constant x are 
made only, involving the first and second exterior mesh points. This 
procedure should accomodate most blade profiles and setting angles. 
The interpolation of the boundary values in effect extrapolates the 
flow beyond the actual boundaries to pseudo boundaries defined by the 
exterior mesh points. 
An interpolation formula which is a polymonial of degree n or less 
taking on the same values as the given function for (n + 1) equally-
spaced abscissas y^, y^ t 1,. . ., y^ + n can be derived as follows: 
According to the definition of the so-called shift-operator E (10), the 
function value at the point (y^ t 6) can be expressed in terms of the 
value at the point by writing 
f (y + 6) = E^f (y ) (35a) 
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and, in particular 
f (y^ + 1) = Ef (y^) 
f (y^ + 2) = E2f (y^) 
and so on. The first difference expressed for the function at the point 
x^ is (10) 
Af (y^) = f (y^ + 1) - f (y^) 
It follows that if A is thought of as an operator, then 
A = E - 1 (35b) 
Hence, Equation 35a rewritten in terms of A becomes 
f (y^ t 6) = (1 + A)'^f(y^) = [1 + 6A + A2+...] f^y^) 
(35c) 
where A raised to the ascending powers represent progressively higher -
order difference operators (for example,A^fCy^) = f(y^ + 2) - 2f(y^ + 1) 
+ f(y^)). Finally then, given (n + 1) ordinate values, differences up 
through the nth order can be taken. Equation 35c becoming a polynomial 
of degree n. Alternatively, the differences A through A^ can be replaced 
according to Equation 35b, the resultant polynomial being one which 
displays the (n + 1) ordinates explicitly. 
The actual extrapolation calculations are arranged for convenience 
into six different cases which derive from the various combinations for 
the locations of the mesh points (x, y ) and (x, y ). These combinations 
P s 
depend upon location of the constant x-panel inside or outside the blade 
row, and upon whether or not the points (x, y ) and (x, y ) are regular. 
P ® 
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Outside the blade row 
Consider the periodicity conditions, Equations 23, 24. For the case 
A (x) and A (x) non-zero for the particular x-panel, the range of integra-
s p 
tion has been defined previously as (x, y^), (x, y^ + 1), . . (x, y^). 
Hence, extrapolation to the second exterior points beyond the boundaries 
requires the extrapolated values z (x, y^ + 1), z (x, y^ + 2) and 
z (x, yg - 1). To satisfy Equation 32 the extrapolations cited are made 
by interpolation at interior points one blade space away near the opposite 
boundary. These interpolated values are, in relation to the required 
extrapolated values, 
z (x, y + A + j) = z (x, y + ]) - 100 j = 1, 2 (36a) 
s p 
where 
z (x, y - A - 1) = z (x, y - 1) + 100 
p s 
A = A (x) - A (x) 
s P 
The interpolations are accomplished using three mesh points in the 
interpolation formula. Equation 35c. Considering for the moment three 
unit-spaced generic points (x, y^), (x, y^ + 1) and (x, y^ + 2) with x 
constant, Equation 35c gives for the value z at the interpolation point 
(x, y^ + 6) among the three given points 
Z (x, Yg + 6) = Y (6 - l)(ô - 2) z (x, y^) 
+ (2 - ô)(6) z (x, y^ t 1) + 2"(6)(6-l)z(x, y^ + 2) (37) 
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Therefore, letting the base generic point (x, y^) be in turn the points 
(x, Yg)» (x, t 1), (x, y^ - 2) and letting 6 take on the values 
(1 + A), (1 + A), (1 - A) respectively, the solution of Equations 36 and 
37 with appropriate substitution of z values as indicated gives 
z(x,y + 1) = K z(x,y ) + K z(x,y + 1) + K_z(x,y + 2) + 100 (38a) 
p 1 S 2 S -3 s 
zCx.y^ + 2) = K^z(x,y^ + 1) + KgZfx.y^ + 2) + K3z(x,yg + 3) + 100 (38b) 
z(x,y - 1) = K-z(x,y - 2) + K-z(x,y - 1) + K,z(x,y^) - 100 (38c) 
S P P P 
where 
Kj = Kj(x) = ^ (A - 1) (39a) 
Kg = KgCx) = 1 - A^ (39b) 
Kg = Kgtx) = i A(1 + A) (39c) 
To review, these last six equations give the extrapolations required along 
a x-panel outside the blade row for which A (x), A (x) ^ 0. 
s p 
If for the particular x-panel under consideration A (x) ^ 0, A (x) = 0, 
s p 
then according to the defined range of integration the extrapolated values 
required are z (x,y ), z (x,y + 1), z (x,y + 2), and z (x,y - 1). Hence, 
P P P S 
in addition to the extrapolations provided by Equations 38 an additional 
equation giving the value z (x^y^) is needed. This equation is obtained 
from Equation 36a with j = 0 and Equation 37 with the generic point (x,y^) 
corresponding to the point (x,yg) and with 6 = A, The resultant equation 
after appropriate substitution of z values is 
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z(x,yp) = K^ z(x,y^ ) + KgzCx.y^  + 1) + K^ z(x,y^  + 2) + 100 (40) 
where 
K,^  = K^ Cx) = I (A - 1)(A - 2) (41a) 
Kg = KgCx) = A (2 - A) (41b) 
Lastly, if Ag(x) = 0, then in addition to Equation 38c, extrapolation 
to the value z (x.y^  - 2) at the second exterior point to the s^  bound­
ary is required. It can be easily shown that 
z(x,yg - 2) = K3z(x,yp - 3) + K2z(x,yp - 2) + Kjz(x,yp-1) - 100 (42) 
The final boundary conditions to be satisfied outside the blade row 
are those at the inlet and outlet stations to the blade row, i.e., Equa­
tion 28 and 29 associated with the given flow rate through the blade row 
and Equations 30 and 31 concerning the given whirl coefficients. Equa­
tions 28 and 29 are satisfied by a linear distribution of z determined 
over mesh points in the panels x = 1 and x = x''' according to 
lOOCy - y (1) - A (1)] 
= zCi-y, + i,) + y u i  . (1) t A (1) . A (1) ("2») 
p S p S 
100[y-y^ (x"')-A (x'")] 
z(x'",y) = Z(x'''.y;+Ag) + (x,,,). (x'-'t-a (»"') 
p S p S 
in which the range of z over one blade space is Ï00 as required, and 
z (1, y g + Ag); z (x'", y g + A^ ) are arbitrarily assigned base values. 
To satisfy Equations 30 and 31, appropriate adjustments in the base 
values z( 1, y^  + A^ ) and z (x*", y^  + A^ ) are required. However, if 
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such adjustments are made a continual change in the boundary values of 
z along X = 1 and x = x"* results as the iterations proceed; the system 
of equations is over-determined if both sets of boundary conditions. 
Equations 28 and 29, 30 and 31 are applied. Thus Equations 30 and 31 
are ignored in the solution method with the result that the inlet and 
outlet whirl coefficients are calculated only after the solution has 
been obtained. 
Inside the blade row 
The values of z required at points exterior to the s-boundary in­
side the blade row for a particular constant x-panel and for A^ Cx) not 
zero are z (x, y ) and z (x, y - 1). (For example points a, b in 
Figure 6) These values are obtained from extrapolations using three 
points: the first two points interior to the s-boundary and the bound­
ary value, z (x, y^  + - 0, Hence, solution of Equation 37 for 
z (x, y^ ) with base point (x, y^ ) corresponding to point (x, y^ ) and 6 
equal to Ag(x) gives 
2A (x) A (x) 
= 6,(x) - 1 " + 2 - * 2) (Wa) 
and likewise with base point (x, y^ ) corresponding to point (x, y^  - 1) 
and 6 equal to 1 t Ag(x), 
- 2(1+A (x)) 1+A^ (x) 
' -rra— + izrn? 
Note that Equation 44 as written requires that Equation 44a be solved first 
since the value z (x, y ) is required in Equation 44b. If A (x) • 0, then 
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extrapolation to z values at the exterior points (x, - 1) and 
(x, yg - 2) are required. (For example, points c, d in Figure 6) 
Since the exterior, interior and boundary points are now all equi­
distant, direct solutions of Equation 37 with point (x, y^ ) corres­
ponding to (x, y^ ) and 6 = -1, and point (x, y^ ) corresponding to 
(x, y g - 1) and 5 = -1 give, respectively, 
z (x,yg - 1) = -3z(x,yg + 1) + z(x,yg + 2) (45a) 
z (x,yg - 2) = 3z(x,yg - 1) + z(x,yg + 2) (45b) 
As was the case with Equations 44, extrapolation is performed solving 
Equation 45a first. 
If the three generic points (x, y^ ), (x, y^  + 1) and (x, y^  + 2) 
are reordered in the negative y-direction, then the extrapolations to 
the two exterior points to the p-boundary inside the blade row for a 
particular constant x-panel can be obtained in a fashion entirely 
analogous to that just described for the s-boundary. Thus where A^ Cx) 
is not zero, solving once again for z (x, y^ ) from Equation 37 and 
letting that value correspond in turn to z (x, y^  + 1) and z (x, y^  + 2) 
with 6 as 1 - Ap(x) and 2 - 6 (x) respectively, one obtains 
2Q0 2(6 (x)-l) 
1 - i (x) 
+ 1 + /(x) 
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and 
200 2(2-6 (x)) 
+ 2) ' i i  U ) - l h  M  *  1-a U) :(*'?? ^  " 
P P P 
2 - A (x) 
+ --Â-T3nr-=(*'?;) 
If A (x) =0 (analogous to the s-boundary situation with A (x) = 0) 
P s 
then 
z(x,y^  t 1) = 300 - 3z(x,yp - 1) + zfx.y^  - 2) (47a) 
z(x,y + 2) = 3z(x,y + 1) - 300 + z(x,y - 1) (47b) 
P P P 
Examination of Equations 44 through 47 reveals that in each equation 
at least one coefficient larger than unity in absolute value and, in some 
instances, coefficients appreciably larger than unity appear if A^ fx) or 
Ap(x) is close to unity or close to zero. These large coefficients, which 
cause instability of the iterations through multiplication of current 
errors of z values, cannot be used except for possibly the final iteration 
after sufficient convergence of the solution. The stability can be essen­
tially eliminated by replacing the extrapolations in Equations 44 through 
47 by linear curve fits, which are lower order, and which use an interior 
point (not necessarily the first interior point) near the boundary along 
with the assigned boundary value. The resulting coefficients in the 
linear curve fit equations are at most 2 in absolute value. These new 
equations for extrapolations beyond the s-boundary are (A^ fx) 0) 
z (x, y^ ) = cj z (x, yg t 2) (48a) 
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z (x, Yg - 1) = Cg z (x, yg + 2) C+Sb) 
where 
A (x) 1 + A^ (x) 
 ^&g(x) - 2 ' °2 6g(%) - 2 
Also, 
z (x, y^  - 1) = -z (x, yg + 1) (49a) 
z (x, y^  - 2) = -2z (x, yg t 1) (49b) 
for Ag(x) = 0. The new equations for the extrapolations beyond the p-
boundary are 
z (x, y^  t 1) = Cg + z (x, y^  - 1) (50a) 
z (x, y + 2) = Ce t Cg z (x, y - 1) (50b) 
where 
200 . . Ap(x) - 1 
°3 - 1 t A (X) •  ^" A (X) + 1 * 
P P 
=5 ' 1 tTu) • «6 = iCwx) (SOC) 
P P 
Differentiation of Stream Function and Calculation of Head Coefficient 
Equation A1 in APPENDIX A evaluated along the blade profile bound­
aries gives the distribution of head coefficient along those boundaries. 
The evaluation is made in terms of the change in head coefficient from 
its value at the inlet station to the blade row. As seen in Equations 
A1 and A3 the value of inlet flow coefficient and the ratio of local to 
inlet value of flow coefficient along the blade boundaries are required. 
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The flow coefficient can be computed from Equation 14 in terms of 
stream function, stream surface thickness ratio and radius ratio 
(as these terms are defined for Equation 17) 
W = — ^  
m xr 30 
This equation in terms of the scaled stream function, z, and computing 
coordinate y becomes (see Equation 25) 
k2 a, 
"m = 95: (Sla) 
The values of the derivative in Equation 51a at stations along the 
blade profile boundaries can be approximated by numerically differenti­
ating z at mesh points (which are of course equally-spaced) along con­
stant x-panels in the neighborhood of the profile boundaries, followed 
by interpolation of the resulting derivative function for the required 
values at the profile boundaries. The derivatives at mesh points are 
approximated by formally differentiating the interpolation polynomial 
in Equation 35c with respect to 6 followed by substitution of the 6 which 
corresponds to the mesh point. If the points (x, y^ ), (x, y^  + 1), , . 
(x, y^  + 4) are used (the approximating polynomial is of fourth degree), 
then differentiation of Equations 35c and evaluation at the mesh points 
(x, y^  + 1), (x, y^  + 2), (x, y^  + 3) yields the approximations in terms 
of the ordinates 
3z 
3y = i-3z(x,y ) - 10z(x,y +1) + 18z(x,y +2) (x.yo+1) 12 0 O O 
- 6z(x,y^ +3) + z(x,y^ +4)] (51b) 
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(x,yQ+2) 
= -jj [zCx.y^ ) - 8z(x,y^ tl) + 8z(x,y^ +3) 
- z(x,y^ +4)] (51c) 
(x,y^ +3) 
 ^[-zfx.y^ ) + 6z(x,y^ +l) - 18z(x,y^ +2) 
t 10z(x,y^ +3) t 3z(x,y^ +4)] (51d) 
Next, by letting the point (x, y^ ) in Equations 51b through 5Id corre­
spond to the point to a point (x, y^  - 1) inside the blade row, the 
derivative function is defined at three mesh points in the neighborhood 
of the s-boundary with a minimum of two points immediately interior 
to that boundary. Hence, substitution of the expressions for the 
derivatives at the three mesh points into the interpolation polynomial 
in Equation 37 (in which z (x, y) now plays the role of the derivative 
function) gives for the interpolated value of the derivative at the 
s-boundary, after considerable algebraic manipulation. 
12 
(x.yg+Ag) 
= [(7-3A )A -3]z(x,y^ -l) + 2[(36^ -2)A^ -5]z(x, 
S S 8 S S 
+ 18(l-A_)z(x,y +1) + [(20-6A_)A„-6]z(x,y +2) 
5 5 S S B 
+ [(3Ag-5)Ag+l]z(x,yg+3) (51e) 
In a fashion entirely analogous to that used to evaluate the derivative 
of z with respect to y at the s-boundary, evaluation at the p-boundary 
is made by letting the point (x, y^ ) correspond to the point (x, y^  - 2) 
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This results in definition of the derivative function by Equations 51b 
through 5Id at three mesh points in the neighborhood of the p-boundary 
with a minimum of two points inside the boundary. The value of 
is readily obtained from Equation 51e by replacing 
- I f  
<x. yp + Ap) 
yL by y - 1 and by + 1. 
-'s •' •'p s p 
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APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD 
A computer program was written for the numerical solution of the 
blade-to-blade flow problem based on the techniques discussed in the 
section NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD. Sample solutions obtained using 
this program are presented following a discussion of the program. A 
flow diagram of the program is given in APPENDIX C. 
Computer Program 
Iterative procedures for solving large systems of linear algebraic 
equations tend, in general, to converge slowly. A technique of over-
relaxation (successive-overrelaxation) may be used to accelerate con­
vergence in the Gauss-Seidel method (40). Over-relaxation of Equation 
33 requires multiplication of residuals by a relaxation factor, w. 
Hence, Equation 33 becomes 
z'(x,y) = u •«•^ N(x) 2(x-l,y) + ^  z(x+i,y) 
+ ^  z(x,y-l) + ^  z(x,y+l) - ^ (x)] + (1 - w)z(x,y) (52) 
where z* (x, y) is a new, modified value of z (x, y). When the residual 
is zero the modified and current values are the same. The main difficulty 
in the method is that of obtaining a good estimate of the optimum relaxa­
tion factor (15). 
Because of the time disadvantage of performing all iterations in a 
dense computing mesh, the computer program was written to perform a 
number of initial and intermediate iterations in less dense meshes prior 
to the final iterations. The iterations performed in the less-dense 
meshes require less computing and converge more rapidly. Iterations in 
the various meshes are designated as the first, second, and third or 
final pass. The solution method, which has already been explained, 
applies to each of the passes with the exception that the stream func­
tion is initialized prior to the first pass only. In the second and 
third passes the solution vector obtained from the preceding pass is 
"expanded and packed" to provide the initial trial vector for the 
iterations. In going from the first to the second pass, or from the 
second to the third, the mesh point spacing is halved. Therefore, the 
expansion and packing operation is essentially the same in either of 
the mesh refinements. 
If elements of the iterated solution vector from the first or second 
computing pass are designated z (i, j), where i = 1, 2, . . ., x"', 
j = 1, 2, . . ., y"' (x"', y'" are the dimensions of the mesh) then 
the elements may be mapped into every other element of the expanded z 
matrix giving the initial vector for the next pass. The dimensions of 
the expanded z matrix are (2x"' - 1) by (2y"' - 1). The expansion 
operation must procédé "outside-in". That is, to avoid covering ele­
ments stored in the memory of the computer with others during the map­
ping process( only the outermost elements of the matrix must be moved. 
The mapping thus takes place according to 
z (21-1, 2j-l) = z (i, j) , i = X'", x'"-l, . . ., 1 
j = y»»«, y'"-l, . . ., 1 
or alternatively 
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z (2x'"-2i+l, 2y«"-2j+l) = z (x'"-i+l, y"'-j+l) , (53) 
i = 1, 2, . . ., x" • 
i = 1, 2, . . y'" 
In Equation 53 the indexing has been arranged in ascending order for 
purposes of the computer program. 
After the mapping has been completed the missing "even" elements 
of the z matrix in each row and column are "packed-in" according to 
the following averaging relations; 
z (i + 1, ]) = Y [z (i, j) + z (i + 2, j)] (54a) 
where i = 1, 3, , . 2x'" - 3, j = 1, 3, . . 2y"' - 1 
and 
z (i, j + 1) = J [z (i, j) + z (i, j + 2)] (54b) 
where i = 1, 3, . , 2x'" -1, j = 1, 3, . . 2y"' -3. 
The special "hat" notation in Equations 53 and 54 is used here only for 
convenience in describing the mapping relations and is not required in 
the actual operations in the computer program. 
Modification of the input geometry data is also required (in addi­
tion to the expansion and packing of the z matrix) due to the mesh re­
finements in the second and third computing passes. The data serving 
as input to the program must be provided in terms of the mesh for the 
third pass (which is 16 times as dense as the mesh for the first pass). 
The input data to be modified are designated by an "over-bar" notation. 
Since these data must be saved for the final pass the special notation 
is necessary in the actual computing. 
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To modify for the first computing pass, the input values y^ Cx), 
yp(x) are read only at every other odd integer value for x. The 
values read are modified to identify the mesh points corresponding 
to (x, y ), (x, y ) in the revised mesh according to 
s p 
y^  (4i - 3) + 3 
y g = [ jj ] , i = 1, 2, . . ., x'" (55a) 
y (4i - 3) + 3 
yp = C-2 5 ] , i = 1, 2, . . x'" (55b) 
where the brackets imply the greatest integer not exceeding the number 
inside the brackets. The integer x'" in Equation 55 is itself a 
modified value: 
x'" =  ^^  (56) 
Note, accordingly, that x" ' must be a member of the set of every other 
odd integers. 
It should also be noted that the mesh points y (x) and y (x) change 
s p 
their location relative to the flow boundary in the course of mesh re­
finement. That is, in terms of the computing mesh for the first pass, 
the distances from the mesh points y^ fx) amd yp(x) to the respective 
flow boundaries are 
7 (4i-3) t A (4i-3) + 3 
6g(i) = yg(i) , i = 1, 2, . . ., X'" (57a) 
y (4i-3) + A (4i-3) + 3 
Ap(l) = -2 u-2 yp(i) , i = 1, 2 X'" (57b) 
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Restrictions similar to those noted for values of x'" are also 
placed on x' and x". The value x', which locates the forward-most 
edge of the blade profiles in the most dense computing mesh, and x'', 
which locates the first x-panel downstream of the trailing edge of 
the profiles, must be mapped in each mesh refinement. (See Figure 6) 
Therefore, as was the case for îï* ", x' and x" must be of the set of 
every other odd integers; the modified values for the first computing 
mesh are 
x '  =  - — ^  ( 5 8 a )  
x'» = (58b) 
Also, according to the definition of the scale factor kgin Equation 26a, 
the modification for the first pass is 
k2(i) = iiTjC+i - 3) , i = 1, 2 x'" (58c) 
In the solution method the forward-most edge of the pair of blade 
profiles defining the flow field must lie on mesh points in any comput­
ing pass. (See Figure 6) Hence, the mesh points (x', y^ ') and 
(x*, y^ ' + s" where s" is the blade spacing, must be every other odd 
mesh points located along the constant x'-panel. 
The radius ratio and thickness function for the stream surface are 
given In the form of second-degree polynomials in x. Therefore, only 
the coefficients in the polynomials are input data. The equations for 
the stream surface radius ratio and thickness function are 
r(x) = ajj + a^ x + a^ x^  (59a) 
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T(X) = bg + bjX + bgxZ (59b) ' 
where x=l, 2, It follows that the derivatives of these 
two functions as required in Equation 33 are 
where x = 1, 2, . . x'". However, vêilues obtained from Equations 59 
are not modified due to mesh refinement since they are independent of the 
computing mesh. The only effect of mesh refinement is that the values 
from Equation 59 for every other odd integer x are used in the first 
computing pass, and those at every odd integer x are used in the second 
pass. The case is the same for the values of loaded local profile angles 
OgCx) and used in computing head coefficient in Equation A1 of 
APPENDIX A; values at every other odd, and at every odd integer are re­
quired in first and second computing passes respectively. 
Modifications of the input data for computations in the intermediate 
computing mesh for Pass 2 are similar to those for Pass 1. The equations 
that apply, analogous to Equations 55 through 58, are 
(59c) 
(59d) 
y, (2i - 1) +1 
Xsti) = [- 5 ] . i = 1. 2 w i l l  , . . . # X (60a) 
y^  (2i - 1) +1 
yp(i) = C-2— ] i = 1, 2 will , . . . , X (60b) 
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x'" + 1 
2 (61) 
A^ (i) = 
yg(2i-l) + Ag(2i-1) + 1 
- YgCi) , i = 1,2 X»" (62a) 2 » • • • » 
y (21-1) • 4 (21-1) + 1 
lp(l) = _E 
- Ypd) , i = 1,2 0 vt t t » • • • > * (62b) 
(63a) 
x" + 1 
2 (63b) 
kgd) = yk2(2i - 1) , i = 1, 2, . . x"' (63c) 
Restrictions imposed by construction of the intermediate mesh for the 
second computing pass upon mappings of certain mesh points of the fine 
the first pass. The refinement of the intermediate mesh to the fine mesh 
in the third and final computing pass requires no modification of geometry 
data; the input data is used directly. 
The computer program is composed of a main program and two subroutines. 
The primary function of the main program is to generate values for stream 
surface geometry, prepare for computing passes and modify geometry data, 
apply the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet stations of the 
blade row, initialize or expand and pack the z (x, y) matrix, and to com­
pute arrays that depend on x. The first subroutine extrapolates z to the 
exterior points and performs the Integration at the interior points. The 
mesh are compatible with those already stated in regard to the mapping in 
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second subroutine computes values of head coefficient along the blade 
profile and interpolates the z matrix to obtain streamlines in the flow 
field. (See APPENDIX A) 
To determine the progress of the iterations at any stage, the 
maximum absolute change in z at any integration mesh point is monitored 
by the program; also, the average absolute change at all integration 
points during an iteration cycle is computed. The ratio of the average 
absolute change for the elements of z in an iteration cycle to that in 
the preceding cycle approaches a constant value as the iterations con­
verge (25). 
To estimate the error at some stage of the iterations, let 
z' = z + 6 
where z' is the current value, z the true value, and 6 the error. If 
j additional iterations are performed (j = 1, 2, , . .) then 
z'j = z + q^ 6 (64) 
+ 1 - 2% 
where q = • i r is constant less than 1 in absolute value. With 
"j - : j - 1 
q and (z'^  - z'^  _ )^ determined from the iterations the error may be 
estimated as 
-1' 
It is obvious from the estimate for the error that the smaller q is in 
absolute value, the more rapid the convergence. 
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The iterations are terminated if the absolute value of change in 
elements of z at integration points during an iteration is less than 
0,0005, or if the number of the iterations has reach a maximum (which 
is under control of the input data). Also, if the absolute value of 
the change of an element of z at an integration point during an iteration 
exceeds a limiting value, the solution is considered divergent; the 
iteration are then terminated and the next problem tried. Provision 
is made in the computer program to run as many successive sets of inlet 
and outlet velocity triangles as desired for a given stream surface and 
blade profile geometry. 
Comments on Development of the Program 
During development of the computer program a number of unantici­
pated problems were encountered. These problems often required a 
change in the numerical method used or an alteration of the program 
itself. Among these problems were: 
1. Over-determination of the problem with both the whirl and 
flow coefficients prescribed at the inlet and outlet flow 
stations. Discard of the whirl coefficient boundary con­
dition to avoid the over-determination condition has been 
discussed in conjunction with Equations 42. 
2. Instability of the iterations due to the extrapolations of 
z (x, y) in Equations 44 through 47 concerned with the 
assignment of boundary values along the blade profile. The 
modified extrapolations have been described in Equations 
48 through 50. 
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3. Inaccuracy in numerical estimation of the derivative of 
z at points along the blade profile boundaries. A method 
first tried was one based on formal differentiation of 
the interpolation formula followed by evaluation of the 
required derivative at the boundary point. This method 
was discarded in favor of the one which has been described 
in Equations 51 when, in certain cases, large errors in 
the derivatives occurred as the result of "kinks" in the 
fittings curves. These kinks arose when there was not 
complete agreement between the determined solution and 
the assigned boundary value at the boundary and when a 
mesh point was close to the boundary. 
It was also found in determining solutions for given cascade geo­
metries that it was desirable to initially solve a series of preliminary 
problems for the cascade configurations in a coarse mesh with various 
combinations of assigned values z (1, y^  + A^ ) and z (x" ', y^  + A )^ 
in Equations 42. From these preliminary solutions, which required a 
minimum of computing time, inlet and outlet flow conditions to the blade 
row were determined, and the required values of z (1, y^  + A^ ) and 
z (x"', y g t Ag) for given flow conditions in the final solutions in 
fine mesh could be established. In each case the convergence of the 
solution in the coarse mesh was good, the value of q in Equation 64 
being in the range of 0.82 to 0.88 when a relaxation factor of 1.2 
was used. Generally less than 100 iterations were required in the 
coarse mesh solutions to attain increments in z of less than 0.0005 
in absolute value at any mesh point. However, convergence in the 
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intermediate mesh was slower, the values of q found ranged from 0.92 
to 0.97. A relaxation factor of 1.3 was generally used in the inter­
mediate mesh calculations. 
Convergence of solutions in the fine mesh was even slower, the 
value of q being close to 0.985 for all the problems run with a re­
laxation factor of 1.38. To avoid excessive computing time, iterations 
in the intermediate and fine mesh solutions were not carried to a 
prescribed accuracy but were terminated after a preassigned number 
of iterations had been performed; a change in absolute value of z of 
less than 0,007 in 150 iterations is representative for the calcula­
tions in the fine mesh. The number of interior points in the fine 
mesh ranged from about 1800 to 3500. The limiting number of iterations 
in the final solutions was generally set at 100, HO, and 200 for the 
coarse, intermediate and fine mesh calculations, respectively. This 
required 10 minutes or less total computing time on the IBM 7074 com­
puter for a set of inlet and outlet flow conditions. 
Sample Solutions for Selected Cascade Configurations 
Results of sample solutions are summarized in Figures 8 through 18. 
Flow patterns as determined by interpolated streamline traces as well as 
variations of local head coefficient over the blade profiles are pre­
sented. 
A streamline pattern for flow through a cascade of symmetric para­
bolic profiles at zero setting angle is given in Figure 8. Uniform dis­
charge flow was obtained in this problem with zero leaving fluid angle, 
the boundaries of the flow channel formed by the adjacent profiles and 
Figure 8. Flow pattern in two-dimensional cascade o f  symmetric parabolic 
profiles, t/c = 0.15 a = 1.49 y = 0.0 deg. 3^ ' = - 8.2 deg. 
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the leaving streamlines z = 0 and z = 100 being symmetric about a channel 
centerline. Curves of head coefficient distribution for three different 
cases of blade incidence angle (i) of the inlet flow with approximately 
zero leaving fluid angle are shown in Figure 9. As expected, the first 
set of curves (which corresponds to the streamline pattern of Figure 8) 
clearly show negative loading of the profile for negative incidence of 
inlet flow. In the second set of curves close to zero loading of the 
profile is indicated for an incidence angle of 0.4 degrees, and in the 
third set of curves positive loading for a positive incidence angle is 
indicated. 
A sample problem involving a cascade with non-zero setting angle 
was next solved. The flow through a cascade of thin flat plates set at 
45 degrees was determined using an especially sparse computing mesh in 
Figure 10 in which all points are regular. The assigned boundary values 
and the ordering of the mesh points is noted on Figure 10. With so few 
points involved, the set of equations for the problem were written 
explicitly (according to Equations 33, 38a, and 38c) and solved by a 
direct method involving inversion of the coefficient matrix. The solu­
tion vector was then compared with the iterated solution. The augmented 
coefficient matrix with only non-zero elements written is displayed in 
Figure 11a. The solution vector is given in Figure lib with the corre­
sponding elements from the iterated solution enclosed in parentheses. 
As can be seen the comparison of the two solutions is good. 
To investigate the flow through a practical cascade geometry the 
streamline pattern was determined for flow through a two-dimensional 
cascade of NACA 65(A^q)-810 blades with a solidity of 1.5 as shown in 
Figure 9. Variation of head coefficient at blade surface with chord in two-
dimensional cascade of symmetric parabolic profiles for different 
inlet fluid angles (0.'). (Head coefficient defined by Equation 
Al) t/c = 0.15 a = 1.49 y = 0.0 deg. 
Head coefficient 
Head coefficient 
Head coefficient 
-u 
Figure 10. Flow field and computing mesh for direct solution problem 
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Figure lia. Augmented coefficient matrix for direct solution of problem 
in Figure 10 
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Figure lib, Direct and iterated solution vectors for problem in Figure 10 
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in Figure 12. Blade setting angle, y» (see Figure 33) is 18,M- degrees, 
corresponding to an inlet fluid angle of 30 degrees at design conditions 
as determined in experimental tests (9). At this low setting angle, 
uniform flow at the outlet station is evident, and the streamlines 
z = 0 and z = 100 are seen to trail in the discharge flow from points 
on the blades close to the trailing edge. Hence, a Kutta condition 
appears satisfied, implying a stagnation point at the trailing edge 
(36). However, the accompanying head coefficient distribution for the 
flow in Figures 13 and 14 give no indication of stagnation at the 
trailing edge. In fact, there exists a large difference near the 
trailing edge between velocities on the pressure and suction surfaces 
of the profile. The difference in velocity is not totally unexpected 
in view of the formulation of the blade-to-blade flow as flow through 
a channel formed by adjacent suction and pressure surfaces and by the 
repeating streamlines z = 0 and z = 100 outside the blade row. That 
is, a fluid particle traversing the suction surface would be expected, 
in general, to outrun a particle traversing the pressure surface, and 
velocities determined in the neighborhood of the trailing edge of the 
blades on opposite sides of the channel would not tend to the same value 
at the trailing edge of the blade. The velocity difference is, of 
course, a result of the non-symmetric character of the channel bound­
aries as determined by the particular blade profile, setting angle of 
the cascade, and by the fluid leaving angle. In addition, differences 
in velocities occur at the leading edge as well, and for the same rea­
sons. From the foregoing discussion it appears that the traces z = 0 
and z = 100 cannot be considered as material lines in the entering and 
Figure 12, Flow pattern in two-dimensional cascade of NACA 65(A^q)-810 blade 
profiles a = 1.5 y = 18.4 deg. 6^ * = 33.6 deg. 
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Figure 13. Variation of theoretical and experimental head coefficients with 
chord in two-dimensional cascade of NACA 65(Aio)-810 blade pro­
files at design inlet fluid angle, =30 deg. (Head coefficient 
defined by Equation Al. Comparison experimental data for air from 
Ref. 9) o=1.5 7= 18.4 deg. 
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Figure 14. Variation of theoretical head coefficient with chord in two-
dimensional cascade of NACA 65(Ajg)-810 blade profiles for two 
different inlet fluid angles (Head coefficient defined 
by Equation Al) a = 1.5 y = 18.4 deg. 
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leaving flows. It is likely that the profile boundary layer in the real 
flow plays an essential role in the adjustment of pressure distribution 
at the trailing edge as well as in the determination of the circulation 
on the blade through separation of beginning flow and subsequent roll-up 
of the starting vortex (22). Also, solutions were attempted in which 
the leaving flow was to deviate from the suction surface with an apparent 
stagnation point located forward of the trailing edge on the suction sur­
face, These attempts were not successful; the leaving flow refused to 
deviate by any appreciable amount inside the blade row and only deflected 
unrealistically further downstream. The flow pattern in a two-dimensional 
cascade of 65(Aiq)-810 blades with a higher setting angle of 48.2 degrees 
and with inlet flow at design incidence is shown in Figure 15. 
The flow pattern in a two-dimensional cascade of symmetric parabolic 
profiles (APPENDIX B) with a profile setting angle of 52 degrees and in­
let flow at 0 degrees incidence is shown in Figure 16. The streamline 
traces in these figures show that the leaving flow is not uniform. The 
non-uniformity, and location of an apparent stagnation point on the 
pressure surface ahead of the trailing edge in Figures 15 and 16 are due 
to the high profile setting angles and profile thickness ahead of the 
trailing edge. Values of over-all turning of the flow could not be 
determined for these cascade flows. Readjustment of the stream function 
value z (x'", y^  + A^ ) at the outlet station to relocate the stagna­
tion point closer to the trailing edge in Figures 15 and 16 only re­
sulted in further disruption of the leaving flow. Also the readjust­
ment of z (x'", y g + Ag) caused appreciable change in head distribution 
over the profile as shown in Figure 17 for the parabolic cascade. It 
Figure 15. Flow pattern in two-dimensional cascade of NACA 65(AiQ)-810 
blade profiles a = 1.5 y - 48.2 deg. 3^ ' = 60,2 deg. 
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Figure 16. Flow pattern in two-dimensional cascade of symmetric parabolic 
profiles for two different values of assigned boundary condi­
tion at outlet flow station t/c =0.10 a = 1.00 y = 52.0 
deg. 3^ * = 52.0 deg. 
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Figure 17, Variation of head coefficient with chord in two-dimensional 
cascade of symmetric parabolic profiles for three different 
values of assigned boundary condition at outlet flow station 
t/c = 0,10 a = 1,00 y = 52.0 deg, 3^ ' = 52.0 deg. 
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should be noted in the head coefficient distributions in Figure 17 that, 
in spite of an uncambered symmetric parabolic profile and an inlet flow 
at zero incidence, a negative loading of the profile is evident over 90 
percent of chord length for at least two of the three sets of curves. 
With location of the trailing edge of the profile not well defined 
in terms of the computing mesh and with insufficient mesh refinement 
near the trailing edge, reliable values of head coefficient near the 
trailing edge could not be determined. Even those data available from 
the solution for the suction surface beyond the 90 percent chord sta­
tion were questionable and were not plotted. 
Results are shown in Figure 18 for a rotor configuration for which 
the developed cascade is that in Figure 12. The stream surface used 
had an assigned linear variation in radius ratio from 0.60 at the inlet 
station to 0.65 at the outlet, and a linear variation in thickness 
function from 1.0 at the inlet to 1.1 at the outlet. These specifica­
tions were satisfied using ag, a^  and a^  as 0.5995, 0.005 and 0.0 and 
bg, b^  and b^  as 0.998, 0.002 and 0.0, respectively, in Equations 59. 
The effect of the change in inlet flow coefficient on profile velocity 
and head distributions is seen in Figure 18 for the two sets of curves 
for . = 0.5 and W . = 0.8. 
m,i m,i 
Figure 18, Velocity and head coefficient variations with chord in a rotat­
ing blade row. Linear variation in stream surface radius and 
in thickness function, (Head coefficient defined by Equation 
Al) Inlet flow coefficient,  ^= 0.5 3.' = 32.2 deg. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WATER CASCADE INVESTIGATION 
In both analysis and design of axial-flow pumps and compressors in 
the United States, great emphasis has been placed on estimation of blade 
performance using correlations based on systematic measurements of per­
formance of two-dimensional blade lattices or cascades. Numerous in­
vestigators have reported cascade performance using air as the working 
fluid. Some unpublished pump performance data have indicated the pos­
sibility of discrepancies between air and water cascade performance. To 
investigate in a preliminary fashion the flow of water through a cascade, 
a series of experiments using NACA 65(Ajq)-810 blade profiles was con­
ducted in an open-loop water facility. The centrally-located blade in 
each cascade was instrumented to determine blade-surface distributions 
of head coefficient. Also, probe surveys were made to determine cascade 
total-head loss and flow-turning characteristics. The experimental re­
sults obtained are compared later in this section with results taken 
from a comprehensive summary of two-dimensional low-speed air cascade 
tests of NACA 65(Ajg)-series blades (9) and with results from one of the 
sample solutions discussed in the previous section. 
Test Apparatus 
A schematic diagram of the open-loop water tunnel used is shown 
in Figure 19. The flow proceeded from the constant-head tank through 
a flow straightener and transition section into the test section and 
into a discharge barrel. At this point the flow passed through a con­
trol valve to a sump. A centrifugal pump returned the water to the 
head tank. It may be noted that no deaeration system was provided, 
Figure 19. Schematic diagram of the flow circuit 
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and no boundary layer control was used in the test section. An external 
system used for softening the system water has not been shown. 
Three cascade test sections corresponding to three different blade-
setting angles were used in the test program. The test sections without 
the blades installed are shown in Figure 20, The test sections were 
fabricated from 1/4-inch and 1/8-inch cold rolled steel plate. The 1/4-
inch plates served as the flat side walls of the cascades and attaching 
flanges, and the 1/8-inch plates formed the curved end walls. Each test 
section diffused and turned the flow through a prescribed angle. Test 
sections were assembled by welding the plates in short widely-spaced 
beads (to avoid warping the test sections), followed by cementing with 
epoxy to further strengthen and seal the assembled sections. A test 
section, when ready for testing with the blades installed, was mounted 
horizontally in the flow circuit between the upstream transition section 
and a discharge barrel. An installed test section can be seen in Figure 
21. The three test sections were constructed with identical inlet flow 
channel dimensions so that the same transition section (Figure 20) could 
be used for all three test sections. 
Careful mating of the test and transition sections was required to 
insure that the flow passage was properly aligned and smooth. The tran­
sition section used was a convergent nozzle with rectangular flow cross 
section. The fiberglass nozzle, as can be seen in Figure 20, was 
integral with a supporting steel box and curved attaching flange (which 
held the transition section to the side wall of the head tank). The 
nozzle walls were elliptical in shape and were designed according to 
relations recommended for cavitation free inlets (23). The nozzle 
Figure 20. Cascade test sections 
a. The three cascade test sections without blades 
installed 
b. A test section with transition and flow 
straightener sections attached 
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Figure 21. Equipment used in experimental cascade measurements 
a. General view of test set-up with cascade test 
section in place 
b. Total head-claw probe and positioning device 
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when the transition section was in place protruded inside the head 
tank. 
Difficulty in attaining uniform axial flow in the transition sec­
tion and in the approach flow to the blade row in the test section 
was encountered early in the test program. It was apparent from 
directional probe traverses upstream of the cascade blades that a 
vortex was being swallowed in the nozzle resulting in an unacceptable 
whirl of the flow into the cascades. To straighten the flow, two 
wood fences were built side-by-side with staggered horizontal slats 
inside the head tank. In addition, a straightener section (fabricated 
from sheet Plexiglas) with cross-sectional area of approximately seven 
times the inlet flow area to the test sections and packed with thin-
walled plastic tubes 8 inches long and 1-inch in diameter was attached 
to the upstream side of the transition section. (See Figure 20) No 
measurable whirl of the flow into the test sections was found after 
these modifications were made. 
The elevated head tank had a diameter of 5 feet and capacity of 
800 gallons. A constant head was maintained in the tank by supplying 
a flow rate to the tank exceeding that demanded from the tank through 
the test section. The opening through which the flow entered the 
test section was located approximately one foot above the bottom of 
the tank. This placed the head of water in the tank at about 4 feet 
above the discharge flow. The excess inflow overflowed the tank 
into a collecting collar (which can be seen in Figure 21) around the 
outside of the tank near the top. The spilling water was returned 
from the collar to the sump. (See Figure 19) Make-up water was 
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supplied to the head tank at small flow rates to replace water lost 
from the system via leaks and to maintain steady-state water tempera­
tures. The amount of make-up water not used for supplying leaks 
simply overflowed the sump and ran off to a floor drain. 
The circulating pump operated at constant speed and had a rated 
capacity of 350 gpm at 45 feet of total head. Flow rates through 
the pump were controlled by a valve located in the 3-inch discharge 
line from the pump. Also, a short length of rubber hose formed a 
part of the discharge line on the low-pressure side of the control 
valve to isolate pump vibration from the head tank. Flow rates 
through the test section were regulated by a control valve down­
stream of the discharge barrel. 
Cascade Blades and Blade Installation 
For all tests an NACA 65(Aig)-810 blade profile was specified. 
Details of the profile mean line and thickness distribution are given 
in Reference 9. Blade chord was 3,75 inches and trailing edge thick­
ness was 0,020 inches. The blade span was 3,75 inches giving an 
aspect ratio of 1,0. Blade contours were smooth to within ± 0,005 
inches of true contour, and with deviations from fairness not exceed­
ing 0,005 inches per 0,025 inches of surface length. 
The blade setting angles used in the three test sections were 
18,4, 33,2, and 48,3 degrees, respectively. These values of setting 
angle corresponded to design incidence of flow into each cascade for 
inlet flow angles, 6^ ', of 30, 45 and 60 degrees as determined from 
low-speed air data (9), Also the assigned flow-turning implied by 
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the fixed end walls of the test section downstream from the cascade 
was set equal to design turning of 18.2, 17.8 and 15.0 degrees, cor­
responding to the inlet flow angles of 30, 45, and 60 degrees (9). 
The curved end walls were purposely designed to produce turning of 
the flow in a circular arc on approximately the mid-channel stream­
lines situated between two adjacent blades in an attempt to make the 
flow appear as reflected in the end walls and in effect to extend 
the cascade in either direction to one having a greater number of 
blades. In Figure 20 the increase in diffusion with blade setting 
angle is evident from the different widths of flow channel at the 
discharge of the test sections. Because of this changed channel 
width, a total of 3, 4, and 5 blades were required for the 30, 45, 
and 60 degree test sections, respectively, to provide a blade row 
solidity, 0, of 1.50, Figure 22 defines the cascade nomenclature 
used above. 
The cascade aspect ratio was too small to avoid side wall effects 
on the flow through the blades, but was as large as practical testing 
considerations and Reynolds number range would allow in view of the 
maximum available flow rate. In this regard, a plot of flow rate, in­
let flow velocity based on inlet cross-sectional area and blade chord 
Reynolds number against inlet dynamic head is presented in Figure 23, 
The test blades were fabricated from brass by the Jarvis Corpora­
tion of Middletown, Connecticut. 
In each blade row the central blade was instrumented for static 
head measurement. The instrumented blade (Figure 24) had a line of 
pressure taps located around the profile at the mid-span in the flow 
Figure 22. Nomenclature for cascade blade 
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channel. The tap locations in per cent of chord were, for the suction 
surface, 1.25, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 65, 80 and 90, and for the pres­
sure surface, 2,50, 5, 10, 25, 40, 50, 65, and 85, (Staggering of loca­
tions of the first and last taps on the suction and pressure surfaces 
was necessary because of structural limitations imposed by the blade 
thinness near the leading and trailing edges.) 
The pressure tap holes were 0,015 inches in diameter. These holes 
were drilled in 21 ga. (0,032-inch 0,D., 0,006-inch wall) stainless 
steel tubes which were then embedded with epoxy cement in 1/32 inch 
deep in spanwise slots which had been cut in the blade. The embedded 
ends of the tubes, which extended into the blade past the line of taps, 
were crimped shut to prevent plugging with epoxy. The taps holes were 
kept closed during the cementing process by reinserting the drill bits 
in the holes. The inserted bits also provided a means of maintaining 
the centerlines of the tap holes normal to the blade surface. The 
epoxy and any exposed tubing metal was dressed down, to fair with the 
blade profile. Care was taken to dress the taps holes to a sharp edge 
around the inserted drill bits. The bits had been coated lightly with 
oil to prevent adhering of the epoxy and to allow the bits to be with­
drawn at the end of the dressing operation. 
As can be seen in Figure 21 the cascade blades and pressure leads 
for test section installed in the flow circuit extended vertically down­
ward across the flow passage and out through a Plexiglas window. Slight­
ly over-sized holes conforming to the blade profile cut in the window 
received the blades. The clearance between the blades and the window 
holes presented a difficult sealing problem, since the blades and 
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windows were not expendable and temporary rather than permanent seal­
ing was necessary. Various materials were tried as sealers, such as 
putty, plastic clay and calking compounds, but they were found to be 
unsatisfactory, A material finally used, and which proved reasonably 
satisfactory, was pattern maker's strip-fillet material made of bees­
wax, This material was warmed slightly and was pressed into the clear­
ance space between the blades and window from both inside and outside 
the test section and around the window itself. 
Each blade was installed with an attached threaded mounting stub 
which extended from inside the flow channel out through the side wall 
opposite the window. Blade photographs are shown in Figure 24. The 
blade mounting holes in the side wall were counter-bored to receive 
an alignment collar on the mounting stubs. Proper orientation of the 
blades in a test section was accomplished by setting the blade trail­
ing edges at small punch marks which had been made in the flow channel 
wall prior to assembly of the test section. 
Measurement of Cascade Parameters 
To obtain measurements of pressure distribution on the instru­
mental blade, short lengths of small diameter plastic tubing were 
connected outside the test section window to the exposed ends of the 
embedded tubes. The plastic tubes in turn attached to stainless 
steel connector tubes on one side of a connector bar. Short lengths 
of larger diameter copper tube emerged from the other side of the 
connector bar serving as connectors for 1/4-inch diameter plastic 
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tubing leading to a valve-selector manifold and manometers as shown 
in Figure 21. 
Piezometric head was measured directly using the water flowing 
as the indicator fluid. This required the tops of the manometers to 
be elevated slightly above the level of the water in the head tank. 
Two inclined manometers with 20-inch scales and least count of 0.02 
inches were used. The head to either manometer came from one of the 
valve selector manifolds and was transmitted directly to the inclined 
tube, bypassing the manometer well. 
Measurement of head values referenced to cascade inlet static 
head was unsuccessfully tried using a micromanometer with mercury as 
the indicator fluid; also a system, which was an inversion of normal 
micromanometer application, using n-Heptane (sp, gr. 0,68) above water 
as the indicating fluid was tried. Either of these systems would have 
been desirable on the basis of the increased number of reading divi­
sions (20 times as many) over the inclined manometer system. However, 
neither of these systems was successful because of the extremely slow 
response resulting from the relatively long length of small diameter 
tubes embedded in the instrumented blade. Response time for measure­
ments on the inclined manometers was on the order of 20 or 30 minutes. 
The claw-total pressure probe used for total head measurement and 
flow direction indication is shown in Figure 21. The probe is shown 
mounted in a probe positioner which located the probe in vertical 
(spanwise) traverses across the flow channel. A brass slide-bar 
mechanism shown attached to the base of the probe positioner located 
the probe horizontally across the flow channel at a measuring station 
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located one-half to three-fourths of a chord length downstream of the 
blade row. The slide bar was purposely made longer than its bearing 
piece (which attached to the side wall of the test section) so that 
exposure of the traversing slot in the side wall would not occur dur­
ing horizontal positioning of the probe. The two side tubes of the 
probe were "nulled" to determine flow direction. An inverted U-tube 
manometer with n-Heptane over water as the indicating fluid was used 
to determine the null point. It is noted that n-Heptane serves well 
as an indicator fluid with water flow; it has a relatively low vis­
cosity for good response characteristics and low specific gravity 
(readings are magnified). It also maintains a well-defined menicus, 
being practically immiscible and insoluble in water. The probe total 
head readings were indicated on the same manometer system used in the 
blade pressure distribution measurements. 
The two inclined manometers used for head measurement were cali­
brated against a hook gage which could be read to lo"*^  feet of water. 
The calibrations were made by recording various static-head levels in 
the head tank on the hook gage and on the inclined manometers. Since 
the scales on the manometers were adjustable, an arbitrary reference 
head value was selected. Both manometers were adjusted to read the 
same at the reference point prior to calibration. Hence, for conven­
ience in reading the resultant calibration curves the true values 
from the hook gage were converted to inches of water and adjusted to 
the same reference as the manometers. Total head for the system dur­
ing the test runs was also determined on the hook gage; static head 
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at the inlet to the cascades was measured on one of the inclined 
manometers using static taps located in the side walls of the test 
section ahead of the blade row. 
Calibration of the claw probe involved determination of a probe 
reference angle made by positioning the probe, probe positioner with 
attached slide bar at a calibration station ahead of the blade row. 
The slide bar was clamped to the test section with its centerline 
parallel to its line of traverse downstream of the blade row. The 
probe was inserted into the flow at the calibration station through 
a hole in the side wall. Hence, flow angles measured in traverses 
made downstream of the blade row were related to the upstream refer­
ence angle to find the cascade turning angles. Also, with the probe 
stationed ahead of the blades total head for the inlet flow was deter­
mined at various flow rates. With corresponding inlet static head 
and system total head values known, calibration of actual versus 
ideal inlet dynamic head was made. Hence, during test runs (with 
the claw probe in traversing position downstream of the blades) the 
inlet total head could be determined from system total head, inlet 
static headI and the calibration of actual versus ideal inlet dynamic 
head. 
Testing Procedure 
The pressure leads were bled prior to test runs by opening all 
manifold valves and bleed valves located at the top of the manifolds. 
Start-up procedure involved starting the pump, followed by open­
ing of the pump control valve. With the entire flow spilling into 
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the collecting collar and returning to the sump, the test section con­
trol valve was opened slowly until the desired flow through the test 
section was .obtained (with some spilling into the collecting collar 
retained). 
Test Results 
The experimental results for the three test cascades are summar­
ized in Figures 25 through 30. The profile head coefficient distribu­
tions shown in Figures 25, 26 and 27 agree at least qualitatively with 
equivalent air test data. The tests in air were conducted with elabor­
ate boundary layer control in the test section (5), whereas in the 
water cascade tests boundary layer control was not used. Also the air 
data were obtained at blade chord Reynolds numbers above 200,000. 
Reynolds numbers for the water cascade tests were appreciably lower, 
ranging from 89,000 to 135,000. From the comparison of test results 
in Figures 25 through 27 for different blade chord Reynolds number 
an effect of Reynolds number on head coefficient distribution is 
evident. 
The head coefficient values obtained are in general lower than 
those for air, indicating higher blade surfaces velocities. This would 
be expected as a result of the blockage effect of the side- and end-
wall boundary layers. From the comparison in Figures 25, 26 and 27 
it appears that blockage has greater effect on the pressure surface 
than on the suction surface, with the effect becoming more extreme as 
the blade setting angle Is increased. Agreement between water and 
air tests results is especially poor near the leading edge and over 
Figure 25, Experimental profile head coefficient distribution for 
Y = 18.4 degrees. = 30 degrees, a = 1,5. NACA 
65(Aio)-810 profile. 
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Figure 26. Experimental profile head coefficient distribution for 
y = 33.2 degrees. 3^ ' = 45 degrees, a = 1.5, NACA 
65(AIO)-810 blade profile. 
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Figure 27, Experimental profile head coefficient distribution for 
Y = 48.2 degrees, = 60 degrees, a = 1,5. NACA 
65(Aio)-810 blade profile. 
Blade chord Reynolds number: Q O 93,500 
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is taken from Reference 9. Head coefficient is 
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Figure 28. Survey of cascade discharge flow 
Y = 18.4 deg., - 30 deg. , a = 1.5, NACA 65(Ajq)-810 
blade profile. 
 ^2/3 blade-span station. Blade chord Reynolds number 89,000. 
A 1/3 blade-span station. 
O Mid-span station. Blade chord Reynolds number 123,500. 
(Span wise stations measured from test section side. Head-loss 
coefficient is H - h^  ^  Design turning angle 18.4 deg.) 
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Figure 29. Survey of cascade discharge flow 
Y = 33.2 deg., 3^ * = 45 deg., a = 1.5. NACA 65(A2o)-810 
blade profile. 
O Mid-span statical. Blade chord Reynolds number 111,000. 
A 1/4 blade-span station. Blade chord Reynolds number 112,000. 
(Spanwise stations measured from test section side wall. Head-
loss coefficient is H - h Design turning angle 17.8 deg.) 
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Figure 30. Survey of cascade discharge flow 
Y = 48.2 deg., 3^ ' = 60 deg., a = 1.5. NACA 65(Aio)-810 
blade profile. 
O Mid-span station. Blade chord Reynolds number 93,500. 
A Mid-span station. Blade chord Reynolds number 116,000. 
a Mid-span station. Blade chord Reynolds number 132,500. 
(Head-loss coefficient is  ^~ ^ t,o . Design turning angle 15.0 deg.) 
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the aft portion of the blade for a setting angle of 48.2 degrees 
(Figure 27). 
The actual fluid turning angles and head-loss coefficient dis­
tributions obtained from claw total head probe traverses made down­
stream of the cascade are shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30. In these 
figures, the horizontal traverse station axis refers to stations 
located along a line in the traverse plane parallel to the axis of 
the cascade. The short arrow in the figures' locates the projection 
of the trailing edge of the central blade of the cascade in the 
traverse plane. The head-loss coefficient is based on the system 
total head, H, as determined by the water level in the constant 
head tank rather than on total head at the inlet to the cascade. 
The presence of the blade wake is clearly evident in the plots 
of head-loss, with the maximum loss in the wake being three to four 
times as large as that in the wake-free portions of the discharge 
flow. Also, some skewing of the wake is apparent from shift of the 
wake location between the mid-span and quarter-span tranverses in 
Figure 29, giving indication of failure to attain a two-dimensional 
flow, 
Contraction of the main stream in the flow through a cascade 
due to thickening of the boundary layers along test section walls 
causes acceleration of the flow in opposition to the normal diffus­
ing effect. This results in a lessening of the adverse pressure 
gradient and, hence, an increase in effective Reynolds number near 
the trailing edge of the blades as well as deviations in the cascade 
turning and loss characteristics from those that would be measured 
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in a two-dimensional flow. These effects, which are dependent only 
on the geometry of the cascade test section, are the principal rea­
sons for apparent differences in results obtained during testing of 
identical blade configurations in different cascade tunnels. 
Stuart (33), by expressing the increase in boundary layer dis­
placement thickness in terms of chord, and by,regarding the pressure 
rise as occurring over the cascade itself, obtained a corrected 
pressure coefficient based on the cascade outlet conditions. The 
corrected head coefficient based on Stuart's result is 
1 + JL [1 _ (1 _ g)(^ )3]2 [HC - 1] 
ç2 -LOO 
where HC is the head coefficient as defined for Figures 25 through 27 
and Ç the contraction ratio accounting for the flow contraction due 
to the boundary layer, Stuart presents values of Ç over a range of 
Reynolds number, inlet flow angle, and turning angle (33); an estimate 
of Ç for the case represented in Figure 25 with Reynolds number of 
108,000 is 0.94. 
Values of corrected head coefficient and the test data from Fig­
ure 25 for (blade chord Reynolds number of 108,000) which served as 
the basis for the corrected values are shown in Figure 31, Also shown 
from Figure 25 are the equivalent air test results (blade chord 
Reynolds number above 200,000), It is clear in Figure 31 that the 
corrections failed to bring the water test data into agreement with 
the two-dimensional air test data; in fact, the correction is in the 
wrong direction over most of the profile, indicating a greater 
Figure 31. Comparison between corrected head coefficient values and 
actual test data from Figure 25. Blade chord Reynolds 
number 108,000. 
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Reynolds number effect on head coefficient distribution than before. 
Because the results of the correction procedure were inconclusive 
further attempts to apply two-dimensional flow corrections to the 
remaining test data were not made. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the preceding analysis and results a number of conclu­
sions may be stated: 
1. A solution method employing finite difference techniques 
has been developed for determining the blade-to-blade flow 
of an incompressible nonviscous fluid through a rotating 
turbomachine blade row. Axisymmetric stream surfaces with 
a variable stream-tube thickness function distribution were 
assumed. 
2. A general computer program was developed from which solu­
tions could be obtained in dense computing meshes without 
excessive computing times. Solutions for selected cascade 
configurations were determined to illustrate the ability 
of the program to deal with various blade profiles, blade 
setting angles, fluid angles, and stream tube configura­
tions. 
3. Difficulty was encountered in a number of the solutions in 
obtaining uniform discharge flows and realistic turning 
angles as well as agreement between pressure values on the 
suction and pressure sides of the blades near the leading 
and trailing edges. Such pressure differences have been 
reported by Mellor (18) in calculation of two-dimensional 
blade cascade characteristics using the method of 
singularities and were eliminated by adjustment of the 
mean camber line (use of a camber line shape in the 
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calculating system deviating from the true value for the 
blade profile under study), 
4. The results of the analytical and the experimental inves­
tigations indicate that for practical design, experimental 
cascade data will continue to be a necessary supplement 
to calculation systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
Head Coefficient Relation 
Substitution of Equation 6 into Equation 7a shows that for between 
two stations located along a streamline in a steaày flow relative to a 
rotating blade row 
u2 n2 
A (h + - 2:' ' ° 
Each term of the equation has dimensions of length. The equation can be 
made dimensionless by dividing through by a squared reference velocity, 
w^ r^ ,^ and by multiplying through by 2g; 
A + W2 - rZ) =0 
w^ r^ Z 
In this equation, r is radius ratio and W is a dimensionless flow velocity 
with components W^ ,W^  as defined previously in conjunction with Equation 17. 
Next, division by the square of the dimensionless velocity at the in­
let station to the blade row for the given stream surface gives 
i (_2sL_ + = o 
W.^ ai^ r^  W.^  W.^  1 t 1 1 
The first term in this equation defines the head coefficient. 
The change which occurs in head coefficient from the inlet station 
to the blade row to a station further downstream along a relative stream­
line may be written as 
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in which Ah is the change in piezometric head from its value at the 
inlet station to the downstream station, and the values of W and r 
are taken at the downstream station. 
According to the velocity triangle in Figure 3 
w 
w = -2-
cos 8' 
Therefore8 the velocity ratio and dimensionless inlet velocity required 
in Equation A1 can be expressed in terms flow coefficient, as 
1 m,i cos3 
J 
 ^ cos3.' 
W. = llL- (A3) 
1 
It is important to note that if the blade row is stationary (w = 0) 
the last term in Equation Â1 goes to zero. This is to say that there is 
only a uniform change in head coefficient throughout the flow in a sta­
tionary blade row as the result of change in inlet flow coefficient. 
Also g for a stationary blade row the stream surface radius and its varia­
tion affect head coefficient only indirectly through the velocity ratio, 
W 
as determined from the resultant flow pattern, (See Equation 17) 
The angles at station^  along the streamlines corresponding to 
the blads profiles boundaries are directly from the developed profile. 
The angle 3' expressed in terms of profile setting angle, y, and local 
profile angle, a, measured from the chord line is (see Figure 33) 
3' = Y + a (A4) 
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Thus a as a function of percent of chord stations needs to be determined 
only once and supplied in Equation A4 to determine B' at the various 
required x-stations in place of finding 6' directly for each desired 
setting angle of the same developed profile. 
Streamline Interpolation 
To obtain the streamlines, Lagrange polynomials (10) are used to 
interpolate for the ordinates y in each x-panel for a set of constant z. 
The interpolation polynomial passes through three generic points 
(y^  - 1» Zj)j (y^ , z^ ), (y^  + 1, Z2), (z^ , Zj, z^  are unequally-spaced 
data close to the interpolate z) and is written 
y (z) = loyo + li (yo - 1) + I2 (yo + D 
(Iq + Ij + I2) Yq " 1% + 
where 
(z - z^ )(z - Zg) 
:o = 
1, = 
lo -
^^ 0 - Zi)(Zo - ^ 2) 
(z 
- Z2)(Z - Zq) 
(zi - Z2)(Zi - ZQ) 
(z - ZQ)(Z - z^ ) 
2 izg - ZgKZg - Zj, 
Obviously, if y (z) = 1, then 
1q + Ij + I2 = 1 
Therefore J the polynomial can be expressed as 
(z - Z2)(Z - Zg) (z - Zo)(z - Zj) 
^ '  ^0 "  (Zj - zgitz, - Zq) + (Zg .  z ^ ) ( z ^  - z^) (AS)  
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APPENDIX B 
The 65(A^ q)-Series Airfoil in Cascade Arrangement 
The NACA 65( A j g)-series airfoil section is presented in Reference 9 
in terms of thickness distribution (with maximum thickness of 10 percent 
of chord) and a basic mean camber line which can be modified according 
to the desired "isolated airfoil" lift coefficient. At selected percent 
of chord stations, X, the ordinate of the mean camber line, Y^ , in per-
dY. 
cent of chord, the slope of the mean camber line, and the profile 
thickness, t, in percent of chord are known. The profile is constructed 
by fairing a curve through the given points and by constructing a leading-
edge radius. 
The layout of the profile according to the above method for differ­
ent camber, blade setting angles and solidities is time consuming and 
difficult to do with sufficient accuracy for purposes of the blade-to-
blade flow solution. Alternatively, the location of the known points 
on the profile in a particular cascade arrangement can be determined as 
points (XgA, y^ A), y^ *) in a rotated Cartesian coordinate system 
according to 
= (X + t cos Y ) cos Y - + t sin y ) sin y 
s,p 's,p M 's,p 
y*8,p = (X + t Yg.p) sin Y + (Y^  + t sin y^ ^^ ) cos y 
as may be verified by referring to Figure 32. The angle y is the profile 
setting angle measured from the x* (or machine) axis. Also, angles y^  
and Y are defined as 
 ^ dY„ 
Figure 32. An NACA 65(Ajq)-series blade profile in partial 
view showing profile construction details 
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chord li 
mean comber line 
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and 
Yp = Yg - " 
The s-boundary of the profile extends from the leading-edge point to 
the trailing edge over the suction (convex) portion of the profile. 
The p-boundary forms the remainder of the profile. Thus the equations 
above may be solved (for assigned camber and profile setting angle) 
and the resultant (x*, y*) points for the boundaries plotted in place 
of graphically constructing the profiles directly from their definition, 
A final transformation from x*, y* coordinates to computing grid 
coordinates involving a translation and change of scale is made accord­
ing to the equations (see Figure 33) 
X* = (x*)' + (x - x') , X = x's x' 1; . x" - 1 . 
?6 + A, = ?8' + I5F [Ts* - (?*)'] 
?p + Ap = Y,' + 8 [1 + igL (Y* . (YA)'] 
where s (in units of the computing coordinates x,y) is the assigned blade 
spacing, 0 a is the assigned solidity, and (x*)', (y*)' are determined 
from the constructed profile. The ordinate y^ ' is the ordinate for the 
assigned mesh point at the forward-edge point of the profile. 
Thus to determine the profile in computing coordinates the profile 
is first constructed to large scale in the x*, y* coordinates. Next, the 
points (x*, y *), (x*, y *) for the required x values are determined and 8 p 
transformed according to the above equations for y^  + and y^  + 
Figure 33. The NACA 65(A^ g)-810 blade profile in plane 
cascade arrangement with the various coordinate 
systems shown 
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trailing edge 
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A plot of local profile angle, a.» a » as a function of chord for s p 
the 65(Ajq ) -810 profile as determined from a layout of the profile is 
given in Figure 3^ . To find Ogs Qp values corresponding to the assigned 
X values, the percent of chord locations Xs and Xp corresponding to the 
profile boundary points (x, y + h ) and (x, y + A ) must be deter-
S S p p 
mined from the constructed profile. (See Figure 33) This enables one 
to read off the values of a and a in Figure 34, 
s p 
An Uncambered Parabolic Arc Profile in Cascade Arrangement 
The equations for the suction and pressure boundaries of the profile 
shown in Figure 35 are, respectively 
T; ' i (: - 33-) X 
' - ?s 
where X, and Y^  are in percent of chord, and ^  is the maximum thick­
ness-to-chord ratio. With the equations for the profile boundary known 
the cascade geometry can be determined without resorting to graphical 
procedures. 
Similar to the case for the 63(A^ q) profile, the abscissas x* In 
percent of chord for points on the profile boundaries can be evaluated 
by th@ transformation (sea Figure 35) 
x* 2 X cos Y - Y sin y S,p 8 ,p  
X 
s Xg p COS Y * I ("if - 2) Xg p sin Y 
Figure 34. Local profile angle variation for NACA 55(Ajq)-810 
blade profile 
LocQl Profile Angle ,Qgond Qp,d@g. 
k k k k k k h  o  I  
—I—I—I—I——I—I—1—I 
8ST 
Figure 35, An uncambered parabolic arc profile in cascade 
arrangement with the various coordinate systems 
shown 
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A change of scale to introduce abscissa values measured in the computing 
mesh coordinates (x,y) is given by 
IST (* - *') ' X* 
The problem is to determine for assigned (x - x') after which 
the corresponding Y . Y and Y + A , Y + A can be determined» The last 
 ^ 8» p s S' p p 
two equations combined yield a quadratic equation in and X^ : 
AXf + BX + C = 0 
s,p 8,p 
where 
B = cos Y ? 2 ^  sin y 
c = - isr (* - *') 
The solution with proper choice of sign indicated for the radical term is 
Hance# with X^ , X^  known for assigned (x - x') the ordinates for the s-
and p-boundariôs can be obtained. First, rotation of axis from (X,Y) gives 
• *s,p •> * > 
which after substitution for Y and Y in terms of X and X becomes 8 p S p 
»p 
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A change of scale and translation of axis to the computing mesh coordi­
nates gives the final desired ordinates of the profile : 
+ A; = K  *  m  ? + 2 l> X; - & ISscf 
In these expressions, mesh point ordinate Y^ , and profile spacing, s, 
in units of computing mesh coordinates along with solidity, o, setting 
angle, y, and thickness ratio, —, are assigned. and are determined 
for the assigned values of (x - x'). 
Lastly, to determine the local profile angles a^ , it follows from 
the defining equation for that 
^^ 8 _ t , X ) 
inr - 2 F (1 - 354 
Therefore 
. -1 
"s = tan tan-l [2 1 (1 - ^ )] 
s^ 
where, as previously, is determined for assigned (x - x'). Likewise, 
+ 
a = tan"l[2 - (-^  - 1)] 
P c 50 
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APPENDIX C 
Computer Program Flow Diagram 
Figure 36, Computer program flow diagram. Main program. 
lA 
Yes 
No No 
2A 
Pass Z  ?  
D. Input 
L Has allowed number of 
^eses been computed? 
C. Compute scale {actor 
Equation (26b) 
E.  Modify geometry for Pars 1 
Equations (56),  '  58) 
J .  Modify geometry for Pass Z :  
Equations (61),  (63) 
L.  Modify geometry for Pass 3:  
Assign E"- ap "un-barred" values 
B. Compute geometry 
Equations (59) x = 1,  2,  
M. Modify geometry for Pass 3:  _ 
Assign yg(x).  yp(x),  AgW, Sp(x),  7(x),  r ' (x).  
as "un-barred" values;  x = 1,  2,  •  •  • ,  x '"  
K. Modify geometry for Pass 2; 
Equations (60),  (62) i  = I ,2,  .  -
Map every odd element of r ' (x),  F(x),  
obtained from Equation (59) in B. 
dr(x) dr(x) 
£jq>and and pack s(x, y) matrix 
Equation (53) i = i, 2, • • •, x* 
Equation (54a) i = 1, 3, • • •, 2 
Equation (54b) i = 1, 3, • • •, 2x' 
F. Modify geor.  etry for Pass 1 
l iquations (55),  (57) i=l ,2.  . . .x '"  
Map every other odd element of T { x ) ,  r ' (x),  
dm dm 
obtained from Equations (59) 
H. Compute x-arrays 
N(x) and P(x) x = 2,  3,  •  • .  
Equations (48c),  (SOc) x = x ' ,  x '+ ! ,••• ,  x"-l  
-1 (Equation 27 
G. Compute inlet and outlet boundary values 
and initialize s(x, y) matrix 
Equation (42a) yg(l)-I, yg(l), .yp(l)+* 
Equation (34) x = 2, 3. • . ., x***-l; y = (x)-2, ygCx)-1, • • •. yp(x)+2 
A. Input 
1. Relazation factors, u per computing pass 
2. Iterations per computing pass 
3-5. Blade and flow field geometry 
n. x". E-. f-. Fz. y 
y^W. yp(x). AgW. £kp(x). a,(x). Optx) 
6. Passes to be computed (1, Z  or 3) 
7. Stream surface thickness .function 
8. Inlet flow coefficient, W 
Figure 36 (Continued), Computer program flow diagram. 
First subroutine. 
lA. A — 0. 1 j-1 
IB, |x' - z(x, y) A -- 0; 
X — 2 
ID. Compote x* 
Eqaatioo (52) Aj — + I b '  - z(x. y) I  
1E. Extrapolate 
If x<x' or X*' S X, 
Equations (38) Aj[x), i^ (x) / 0 
(38), (40) A^ (%) 4 0, Ap(x) = 0 
(33), (42) A^ (x) = 0, Ap(x) 4 0 
(38), (40), (42) A^ (x), Ap{x) - 0 
If X' < x<x*'. 
Equations (48), (50) A^ (%) 4 0 
<49), (50) A_(x) = 0 
k - YpW 
j — yB(*) 
j — yg(x)+l 
I  z . ' - i(x.  y) |> |  z '- l(x,  y) |  ? 
Vye 
U--i(x,y)|^^-^U'-z{x, y)l 
Record point (x» y) 
z(x,  y) —z' y-lr" yes 
y — y+1 
IT 
IF. X = x"' - 1? -  yea > Compute 
h" M 
L*.ic Output 
z'-z(x, y) corresponding to |z'-z(x, y)| ^  
tlie point (x, y), q 
iz'-2(x, y)l , >300? 
Output "Diverge Stop" 
message 
IM. |z'-z(z.y)l ^^ <5(10)-^ ? j^-1 Has allowed number 
of iterations been performed? 
O Pass 3? -klHo IP 
m 
-J 
IP. Modify extrapolaticQo 
x' < X < -1. 
Equations (44) A^ (x) / 0 
(45) A^ (x) = 0 
. (46! Ap(x) / 0 
(47) Ap(x) = O 
X x'|—k —y^ (x) + y y_(x)+i • Compute z(x, y) 
Equation (52)» u = 0 
z' = z(x, y) 
k—yp(x)-l, Ap(x) = 0 
k — yp(x), Ap(x) 4 0 
y yp(*) - 3 
k=y_(x)? 
Figure 35 (Concluded). Computer program flow diagram. 
Second subroutine. 
-o\ 2A. Aaoign z value 
for first strearaline trace 
z.>z (x, Yp+l)? 
Compute stream function derivative, velocity ratio and 
head coefficient values along blade profile boundaries 
x»<x£ X" - 1; 
Equation (51e) at both boxindary points (x> y^+A^) 
and (x, yp+ A^) 
Equations (51a). (A3), (Al) 
Ou^ut velocity and head coefAcient answers 
-j Assign new z value) 
Output 
Determine mesh point X y. z 
(x, y^) for which 
z(x, y^) < z and z(x, y^+l)>z 
but with y >y (x)-l tD Assign Z 
— z (x 
'Vol 
z (x, y^-l) 
'2 z (x, y^ +n 
Interpolate for y(z) 
Equation (AS) 
(D 
